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KICKED TO THE CURB

12 THE HARD WAY
SOFTBALL STARTS TRIP

Men's soccer coach let go after great year
- SEE SPORTS; A8

- SEE SPORTS, A8

FLORIDA FILM FEST •
FILM REVIEWS AHOY!
- SEE the indie, INSIDE

Research

scientist
arrested
in theft

Stolen car
leads to
lostliope

Eight DNA vials,
two cpmputer disks
taken from center
TAN NGUYEN
News Editor

Jennifer JohnsotBwas victim
of a rising·rash of car thefts

A UCF visiting scientist was arrested and charged with stealing vials
containing DNA samples from a
tuberculosis research study and computer disks containing sensitive material, according to the UCF Police.
Singh Laxman Meena, 33, worked
at the school's Biomolecular Science
Center on a fellowship program to aid
in researching TB genes.
Police said Meena stole eight vials
containing DNA pieces from the TB
study and was asked on many occasions to return the stolen items. He
· denied having any property belonging
to th'e school.
Meena agreed to have two employees follow him home so that he may
return any property he had. He handed them five vials of DNA, police said
On March 22, Meena was asked by
a school employee to return to the
Biology building for a search of his
personal belongings. The search
revealed a large bag containing vials,
three of which belonged to the school
The employee also found two computer disks containing information
from the study, the report stated.
. He was arrested that day and
charged with petty theft, offense
against intellectual property and
obstruction by false information.
Meena is being held at the Orange
County Jail on $3,500 bond.
Meena appeared in court Tuesday
for a bond hearing at which time he
surrendered his passport. He was
scheduled to return to India two days
after his arrest, the police report said.
Danielle Tavernier, a spokeswoman for Orange-Osceola State
Attorney Lawson Lamar, said .the
investigation is ongoing.
Even if he posts bond, he is unable
to leave because of an immigration
status hold placed on his record, said
Allen Moore, a spokesman for the
Orange County Corrections Department.
·

SEAN LAVIN
Contributing Writer

Like any other afternoon; IenniferfohriS9n:went f0rap~r4
lunch workout at. the UCR 'Recreation;CeQ:ter. But now that ·
seemingly routine practice :Will ~e ,l:):ey·•ti,ng for years to
come.
<
Coming out of the gyIDi JobDson wertt!futo the adjacent
parking garage to get in h'e:r; car anq go. h9 . But her car was
missing when she reached its spot.
''You never think youn car will get stolen until it does:• she
said "I went to the gym for three h~.,aun,e bacl< anq it Wc!S
gone."
(
(
Her prized possession, al997 Honda Ci\1.c, was stol~n ip:
broad daylight from the aensely packed, garage, along
with items in the car incluQ.ing het> Social Security
card and wallet And Johraon is not alone.
In just over a two-week period, five vehicles
were stolen from campus parking garages, a rash
ofthefts that has victims and concerned students
demanding the university install security cameras (
throughout the four garages on campus.
-.,
"There are no security cameras in any of the
garages, and it really pisses me oft'' Johraon said
She feels UCF should be doing more to protect students' vehicles on campus and added, "So many
cars getting stolen from the same place is a little ridiculous."
According to UCF Police, the total
number of vehicle thefts reported,
including the entire UCF campus and
affiliated housing, amounts to 10 so far
this year. But it may be too soon to place
the blame solely on UCF. Anoth~r Florida
\~
university is seeing similar problems.
In Gainesville there were 12' cars reported '
stolen from the University of Florida campus in \
2004 and two already this year, UF Police said UF
Police Lt. Joe Sharkey confirmed there was an
investigation launched that involves Orlando, Tampa
and Gainesville-area law enforcement agencies trying
. to discover if there is a ring of criminals working
together to steal cars.
"Our criminal investigations division was working ·
with the criminal investigations divisions from the
Orlando area and Tampa/St. Pete area to see ifthere was
a link between the thefts that we were having, and what
was going on down there," Sharkey said
Concerning UCF's thefts, UCF Police spokesman Sgt
Troy Wtlliamson said Hondas have become a prime target for Orlando car thieves. He warned students owning
these vehicles to ''take special precautions with security
devices" to protect their cars from theft, praising car
alarms as a helpful deterrent

'!

PLEASE SEE

Library
books get
delivered

RASH ON A6

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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·After spending three hours at the UCF Recreation and Wellness Center, student
Jennifer Johnson returned to a parking garage to find her car was stolen.

Civil rights activist recalls segregation days
Patricia Stephens Due wears scats inside and OIJ.t
1

MARILYN MANNO
Contributing Writer

Forty-five years ago, an average citizen
' took it upon herself to change the way Florida dealt with segregation
Patricia Stephens Due was 19 years old
~ when she'and her'sister, Priscilla, sat quietly
at Woolworth's lunch counter with a few of
their peers from Florida A&M University.
The five silent students were surrounded by
a mob of angry people who were threatening
to kill them if they did not leave immediately.
They were not allowed to sit there
because they were black
In an auditorium at the UCF Business
Administration Building Thursday after11 noon, an intimate group of about 30 students
of various majors whispered quietly. They
were awaiting the arrival of the legendary
civil rights figure who was scheduled to

,

SPEAKER ON AS

NAOMI RINGER
Staff Writer

Students who have difficulty
accessing books - reaching shelves or
making photocopies - can take
advantage of the UCF Library's delivery system.
The pilot program began last
month and is open to physically disabled, either visually or mobility, students registered with Student Disability Services.
"We're delivering [books] by Fed Ex
or photocopying them," said Mike
Dresser, senior library technical assistant for the Interlibrary Loan Department. "It keeps them from having to
get books themselves."
Students don't have to climb stairs,
take the elevator or even step foot in
the library. "The pilot is an attempt to
bring library resources to students
. who find it impossible or extremely
difficult to physically access the UCF

speak.
"There are so many people whose heroism comes really from their ordinariness,"
said Terri Fine, a UCF associate professor of
political science, as she addressed the flUdience and welcomed Due to take the floor.
A tall black woman with dark glasses and
a presence that commanded the students
into silence, walked slowly to the front of the
room.
.
"I would like to learn a little bit about
you," Due said to the students.
"How many of you are actually from
Florida?" she asked.
A majority raised their hands.
"I would like to take you back to another
time," said Due in a deep Southern accent. "I
was born in Qµincy, Fla, over 65 years ago,
and when I was growing up it was a totally
segregated society, and if I wanted to buy a
PLEASE SEE

Disabled students
benefit from program

COURTESY EUGENE JONES, FAMU COLLEGE OF LAW

Patricia Stephens Due, center, signs copies of her memoir about civil rights activism in the South.

PLEASE SEE

MALE ON A6
)

Around Campus

Strategist packs global punclt

News and notices for
the UCF community

Thomas P.M. Barnett warns against northern movement of Al Qaeda

Asian-American Week
The Asian Student Association presents "Modern AsianAmerican Pop Culture," featuring a taste of Asian America and
issues facing the community
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. today at the
UCF Barbara Ymg Center.

Calling all men
Theta Chi Fraternity will
hold an informational meeting
for any men interested in joining at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Sand Key Room 220.
For more information, contact Chad Dedmon at 863-370~
0406.

Flee the scene
Victim Services Outreach
will hold a one-hour class
designed to teach students
escape techniques when confronted by an aggressive attacker.
The class starts at 7 p.m.
today.
For location and information, contact Victim Services
Program Outreach at 407-8234502.

The sound of music
The UCF Chamber Orchestra will perform with conductor
Laszlo Marosi from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. today in the Rehearsal Hall.
The event is free and open to
the public.
For more information, contact 407-823-2869.

Fun under the sun
The Campus Activity Board
will host Day of Games from 1

p.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow at the
Memory Mall between Classroom Building I and Health &
Public Affairs.
For more information, contact Henry Petit at 407-823-6471.

Toga Knight
.Enjoy music, food and fun at
the first-ever Toga Party from 9
p.m. to ll p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Key West Ballroom Room 218.
For more information, contact 407-823~71.

SK run/walk
Victim Rights Week is hosting a 5K run/walk event from 7
a.m. to 10 am. Saturday at Lake
Eola. The race will begin
promptly and · registration
opens at 7 am. All participants
will receive a commemorative
event T-shirt, and refreshments
will be available after the race.
For more information, contact Christine Mouton at 407823-2425.

Alittle goes a long way
The LEAD Scholars and
Greek Affairs have teamed up to
host "Packaging for Patriots," an
event to assemble care packages
and write letters thanking the
honorable men and women
serving in the military.
It begins from 1p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday at Lake Claire Recreational Area
For more information, e-mail
Lauren138J@hotmail.com or
call 407-766-4314.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines ru;e 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Cardinals set April 18 as start of

•

•

Police Beat

Fake ID no match for drunken driver
i~~.f!j,pJI
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Professional Insurance Services

Tim Davenport
Licensed Independent Agent
Hablamos Espanol

2254 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32792
Phone 407-629-2011
Fax 407-829-5445
davenportinsurance.org
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Boats

FREE MONTH

Pay Three Months in Advance
GET FOURTH MONTH FREE!

Foreign Drivers are welcome.
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Nation & World

conclave to elect new pope
•
map showing how North
BRUCE RABIN
VATICAN
CITY
The
~
.
Africa
would
be
used
as
a
Staff Writer
College of Cardinals on
staging area behind a "messy
Wednesday set April 18 as •
Thomas P.M. Barnett, a
line" of defense, first to
the date for the historic start
senior strategic researcher
invade, and then to send in
of the conclave to elect a sucand professor at the U.S. Naval
rebuilding
forces.
He
cessor to Pope John Paul II,
War College unveiled his
explained the gap nations of
· blueprint for the U.S. globalas the Vatican made final '
the world as being "those vast
ization effort in the Student
arrangements ~or the furieral
expanses of dark areas when
that is expected to draw milUnion Cape Florida Room on
viewed at night from above by
lions of pilgrims and world
Tuesday.
satellite imagery."
leaders to Rome.
•
He is ·also an independent
He said the Y2K issue was
The decision came after
consultant to the secretary .of
an unprecedented opportunithe cardinals read John Paul's
defense and special assistant
ty to open a discussion of
to President George W. Bush
spiritual testament during a •
international security with its
pre-conclave
meeting
for global perspectives.
threat of shutting down of
Wednesday,
Vatican
In his speech, Barnett outWall Street, airlines, law
lined his reasoning and laid
spokesman Joaquin Navarroenforcement and the possibilout his blueprint for "core"
Valls said, adding that the · • '
ity of the increase in hate
text would be released on
nations" with acceptable "rule
crimes if any one ethnic group
Thursday.
sets" to bring "gap nations"
was blamed.
Navarro-Valls said the car- •
into line. According to Bar· "Then came Sept. ll, 2001,''
dinals would celebrate a •
nett, the core nations are functhe military strategist said, "It
morning Mass on April 18,
tioning under acceptable rulewas a hell of a trick. I was
. then be sequestered in the
sets in the international
meant to be impressed and I
Sistine Chapel in the early ,
community. The gap nations
was impressed."
are the "trouble spots," and a
afternoon to start the conHe also cited the SARS
threat to national security.
clave.
scare where "one man got on a
According to church law,
Core nations enc~rcle gap
plane in Hong Kong and shut
prelates are expected to hold 11
nations geographically.
down T<?ronto in a single-day.
at least one ballot on the first
The internationally recogIt was the first time in history."
day of a conclave.
nized expert and strategic
Jibing at Michael Moore, he
If no one gets the required
planner in .national security
said, "Michael Moore has it all
two-thirds majority after
affairs and author of the new
strung together differently,
about 12 days, cardinals may
bestseller The Pentagon's New
with a big hole in human hischange the procedure and
Map said, ''We need to look at
tory."
He
made
.his
point
by
BRUCE RABIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the future of globalization and Independent consultant to secretary of defense speaks to students about 9-11 and Y2K.
holding his thumb and fore- · - elect the pope by simple;... •
what an attack on globalizamajority.
..t;·I, .
finger up to his head in a small
tion would look like and how lighter. Then, France criticizes He stole hundreds of millions circle, insinuating Moore
Monaco's Prince Rainier, Europe's Z:.
to make our military the mili- you for doing it, before the of dollars from his own peo-. might have a hole in that locatary of tqmorrow."
tion as well.
longest-reigning monarch, dies ·· ·· •
next time they do it."
pie."
MONACO
Prince: ;
He s~d that an A-to-Z rule
"There are some who think
He added, ''We've done this
. He said his worst fear is if
Rainier III, whose fairy-tal~: :.
set is ·needed and that ideally before. Trouble is, we do it ad the Jihad · movement goes we will be guarding baseball
marriage to Hollywood star; •
the U.N. Security Council hoc. Some nations will profit; north into Europe. "If they go games. Relax, we got thouGrace Kelly brought ele~: ' •
should functfon as the grand some nations will lose."
south," he said, "they are head- ,sands standing around,'' he
gance and glamour to one of• :
jury in the front end of operaBarnett named a long list of ing for the poorest and most joked, eliciting laughter from
tions with a U.S.-enabled departmg and deposed dicta- energy-deficient countries in the audience. "The question I
Europe's oldest dynasties,!:•died Wednesday, nearly at;• •
leviathan force to topple tors including "Baby Doc" the world. If they go north ask now is what do we want
month after he was hosp_ital1;1l•
offending governments before Duvalier, Idi Amin, Yasser they have a better chance of globalization to be like?"
He said, "9-ll alters our defized with a lung infection. He• ~
sending in a separate "nation Arafat and Manuel Noriega.
disrupting energy sources."
was 81.
·
··~
re-building force."
According to Barnett, the inition of privacy, money,
"Most of these guys will
The funeral is expected to:_, •
On Saddam Hussein, he leave with their money and United States has already security and how we treat our
said, "The truth is Saddam had their women ... 'cause that's closed more than 150·bases in enemies."
be held April 15, a palace offl..::.:
multiple warheads. You don't what they're all about ... loot- the core nations and relocated
"In traditional combat," he
cial said. A Mass for the royal,• "
family was to be held in the- ,
have to catch a guy killing a ing their countries," he said. most of them in the gap. He said, "no one comes close to
palace's Palatine Chapel on:,~
woman to arrest him for it. It's "With Arafat gone there is a said the United States already us, the question is, what do we
Wednes~ay evening, the offi.:: •
like police shouting, 'he's got a much better chance for peace has bases in North Africa and do with that power?"
gun' before rushing in to in the Middle East. He was plans to significantly increase
Barnett talked about the
cial added.
.:
arrest a suspect and then fmd one of the most corrupt lead- their presence there in the
Europe's longest-reignin~ ~ •
out it was just a cigarette ers the world has ever known. next 20 years. He displayed a
monarch died at 6:35 a.mi• ;
PLEASE SEE BARNETT ON A7
from heart, kidney and lung.~·
problems at the hospital' •
overlooking Monaco's glit-· : •
tering, yacht-filled harborr,
the palace said. His only son1·:
Prince Albert, was at his side;: ·
it said.
'I~·: •
The body of Rainier;i::
whose family dynasty took!.':
power in 1297, was moved to : "
his hilltop palace where it; •
Francois was transported to measured to be .247 and .262.
AMBER FOSTER
will in lie in state, the palactt·:·
..,--~ give him a break oh the
StaffWriter
said.
·
'~,'·
counterfeit license since the Orange County central
he was already being booking office, and his bail was Odor points to cannabis
The
Mediterranear,l· i •
.
Id
4fi(@,'l:!J.,.,,,,
N meteen-year-o
UCF student Kristian Blessenclave's famed Monte Carlo: •
' tiff tit~ if/~ charged with driving later set at $1,000.
ington was arrested for allegedSpencer Born of Pensaco- \
under the influence.
casino closed its door~ 7'
Driver swerves, blows tests
ly possessing cannabis under
la Beach .was charged with
Wednesday in a sign o~ ~ ,_
Blake Anger was charged 20 grams and possessing dr:ug
driving under the influence, Revoked license leads to arrest
respect.
, ..
Orlando resident Jean Fran- with driving under the influ- paraphernalia on April 1.
possession of a counterfeit driWith Rainier's death;~
Officer Donald Freeman
Albert took the title of Prince"?/
ver's license and possession of cois was arrested March 15 and ence on March 20. His BAC
Albert II.
:•1~
alcohol by a person under 21, all charged with driving while his was more than three times .the stopped Blessington because of
::~L. ..
a broken tail light at about 7:45
after telling officers he was just license was revoked for being a legal limit of .08.
According to the police p.m.
Iraq elects Kurdish president as'··;
out getting beer for his friends. habitual offender.
According to the police
Officer Matthew Fazi report, Officer Samuel GonzaBorn gave UCF Police OffiSaddam watches from jail cell :·:
cer Earl Cowen III a fake Geor- learned through a routine lez pulled Anger over after the report, the officer conducted a
BAGHDAD, Iraq - The>• •
gia license during a traffic stop license plate check that Fran- suspect repeatedly swerved search of Blessington's vehicle
Iraqi parliament picked Kur~ ·•
because he smelled burnt
March 19. The license showed · cois' license was suspended out of his lane.
<;fish leader Jalal Talabani aY,,Ji
Anger, who insisted that he cannabis.
the suspect's picture but with four times for failure to pay
the country's new interimt'.'
had not been drinking, could
The officer found a small
the name Barry Jackson and a traffic fmes.
president Wednesday, reach~. .,
He later saw Francois driv- not follow directions given by bag containing eight grams of a
birth date ofJuly 24, 1982.
ing out to the nation's long-,,~
Cowen found two open ing and pulled the suspect over. Gonzalez and failed all field green, leafy substance, which
repressed Kurdish minority;·
alcohol bqttles in the car dur- The suspect told the officer sobriety tests, according to tested positive for marijuana,
and bringing the countrY;·" •
and a glass pipe.
ing the search incident to that he had taken care of his police reports.
closer to its first democratii.:
The suspect was transportThe suspect was taken to
license, but this could not be
arrest.
cally elected government ~ ·:
.~ •,
The p<;>lice report also states confirmed through a check the Orange County DUI testing ed to the Orange County jail,
center, where his BAC was where his bail was set at $500.
PLEASESEE NATION ON M.. "
that Born asked the officer to with dispatch.
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SPRING FOOTBALL
PRACTICE IN FULL BLOOM

Hoping to put behind the woes of
last season's 0-11 finish, the UCF
football team took to the practice
fields last week as spring football
practice kicked off. The Knights
were the only winless team in the
nation last year and Coach George
O'Leary and his staff will lead the
young squad into its first season of
play in Conference USA. After
spending the past three seasons in
the Mid-American Conference, the
Knights and fellow MAC departee
Marshall will test the water in (USA, a conference that features six
bowl game opportunities as
opposed to the two that the MAC
offered. Quarterback Kyle Israel,
far left, took snaps with the first
team offense with hopes of
earning the starting job when the
2005 season begins in September.
Israel split time in the signal-caller
position with Steven Moffet, not
pictured..Dominic lgnelzi and
Glenroy Watkins, left to right,
practice offensive and defensive
line drills.

)

)
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Real Perfection"
-Orlando Weekly·
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Symptoms:
• Sneezing
• Sore Throat
• Runny, Stuffy nose

• Red, itchy, watery eyes
.

Our Keller's Family recipes and traditional cooking
techniques will make our location youl' destination
for real smoked Bar-B·Que.
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• Allergy Eye Drops ·
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CHICKEN .
~sdctY BEEF &PORK
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$9.99
$12.99
$9.99
$9.99 .

with the UCF Pharmacy's
I

ALLERGY Kit

located on the comer of Goldenrod and Univeristy in the Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza.

Call us to cater lour parties·& events

• Sore .Throat Lozenges
• Tissues
• Hand Sanitizer ·

fbit•
'
Don't Forget to Ask for a Take-Out-Menu!.

7756 University Blvd., Ste. 104 • (407) 388·1222

• Nasal Decongestant
& Antihistamine

• ALL for only $10.00 ·
Pick up your Allergy Kit oday!
The UCF Pharmacy is loc t
Stu e t Hea
division of Student Health Serv·ces.
407-823-MEOS (6337)

RELOCATIO

r

Brand New Office!

Dr. Tiffany Taylor,
formerly located on UCF Campus

Center nd ·s a

Nation &World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Professor sentenced to prison
for money laundering
STATESVILLE, N.C. - A
retired education professor
at Appalachian State University has been sentenced
to 20 months in federal
prison after being convicted
of money laundering and
must repay $5 million to
insurance companies.
Richard L. Stahl was
indicted in 2003 on 24
counts, including money
laundering, wire fraud, mail
fraud and conspiracy. In an
agreement with prosecutors, he pleaded guilty in
May 2004 to a single moneylaundering count. The other
charges were dropped. .
Stahl does not plan to
appeal the conviction, but
he may appeal the restitution order.

One of Northwestern's first
diplomas given back to school
NATCHITOCHES, La. One of the first four-year
diplomas ever awarded at
what is now Northwestern
State University is back at .
the school. ·
Only three students graduated from Louisiana State
Normal School in 1921, the
first year it gave bachelor's
degrees. Trueheart H. Ruffm
was one of them.
·
His son recently gave the
school's archives his father's
diploma, with name and
date embossed in gold on
the purple suede cover.

Student arrested in OU library
with two loaded guns
ATHENS, Ohio - An
Ohio University student
accused of abducting his
roommate at gtinpoint and
forcing him to drive around
the state was arrested carrying two loaded guns at the
school's main library.
Ryan Salim, 25, is charged
with abduction and two
counts· of carrying a concealed weapon.
said
Athens
police
Salim's roommate reported
Tuesday that he had been
abducted by Salim on Monday afternoon. The roommate told police Salim
forced him to drive around
the state before returning to
Athens, about 65 miles
southeast of Columbus.

Iraqi professors visit journalism
school with hopes for programs
SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina - A delegation of Iraqi journalism professors arrived in Sarajevo to .
visit a journalism school
with hopes of establishing a
similar school in Iraq.
The delegation arrived
Tuesday to learn how Sarajevo's Media Plan Joumalism School was established
after the 1992-95 Bosnian
war.

University of Iowa's female
employees lag in salaries
IOWA CITY, Iowa
Most of the University of
Iowa employees getting the
largest paychecks are men. ·
Hawkeye football coach
Kirk Ferentz, earning $1.2
million, is the highest paid
Iowa employee, with the
next highest earners being
physicians, another head
coach and a dean.
While men are collecting
most of the highest wages,
Iowa officials say that does
not reflect the whole story.
Work experience, how
much employees contribute
and the market value of professions, such as a neurosurgeon versus a classics professor, help determine how
much money faculty and
staff earn

Lawyer asks if CU is using 'Nazi
standard for racial purity'
DENVER - A lawyer
for the professor whose
remarks about Sept. 11 victims touched off a firestorm
wants officials to clarify
how they _intend to prove he
is an American Indian, asking if they plan to use "the
Nazi standard for racial
purity."
A University of Colorado
faculty committee is investigating whether professor
Ward Churchill should be
fired over allegations that he
plagiarized others' work and
falsely claimed to be an
American Indian to give his
work more credibility.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

ADHD affects over 3°/o

of the adult population.

•

In other words, you're not alone.
PLINIO LEPRI/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Police patrol the Tiber River in Rome Wednesday, as the city prepares for an unprecedented
amount of pilgrims journeying to Pope John Paul H's funeral on Friday.
'FROM A2

50 years.
Ousted members of the
country's former regime including toppled leader Saddam Hussein - watched the
event on television in their
prison cells, Human Rights
Minister Bakhtiyar Amin told
Al-Arabiya television.
The announcement that
Talabani won drew applause in
the National Assembly.
In the north, Kurds danced
in the streets upon hearing the
news.
In 1988, Saddam expelled
Kurds from strategic areas in
the north and gassed Kurdish
towns near the Iranian border,
killing tens of thousands of
people.

Fed chairman advocates law to
rein in two mortgage giants
WASHINGTON - Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan urged Congress
Wednesday to limit the size of
the multibillion-dollar portfolios held by mortgage giants
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
warning that simply creating a
strong regulator would not
suffice.
Fannie Mae is the No. 1 U.S.
buyer of home mortgages,
while rival, Freddie Mac, ranks
as second-largest buyer.
A debate over the appropriate regulation of the two mart.,
gage titans has taken on
heightened scrutiny in the
wake of accounting scandals at
both Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac.
Greenspan's remarks about
the two mortgage giants
repeated a warning that the
Fed chief has been issuing for
more than a year: that the
country's financial system
could be put at risk unless the
growth of the two giant mortgage lenders is restrained.
Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac were created by Congress
to pump money into the home-

mortgage market, which these
days has swelled to an $8 trillion entity.
1
They buy mortgages and
bundle them into securities for
sale to investors around the
world.

Japan calls South Korean criticism
ofJapanese textbooks 'extreme'
TOKYO - South Korean
opposition to a Japanese textbook declaring Tokyo's claim
to a group of disputed islands
is extreme, and the issue
should be handled calmly, a
Japanese
government
spokesman said Wednesday.
Japan's Education Ministry
approved an ethics textbook
on Tuesday which states that
the Sea ofJapan islands, which
are held by South Korea,
belong to Japan. The move was
immediately denounced by
·Seoul, which strongly protests
any Japanese claim to the territory.
Seiken Sugiura, a Japanese
Cabinet spokesman, said the
two nations should deal calmly
with the dispute over the
islands, which are known as
Takeshima in Japan and Dokdo
in South Korea. .

•
People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:

0 feelings of restlessness or impatience
0 procrastinating or disorganized
0 bored easily
0 difficulty paying attention

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, 'you may

qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate
evaluation. . Eligible participants will receive ,a
comprehensive
psycMatric
evaluation . and
compensation. Appoin~ments always available.
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Nobel Prize and Pulitzer winner
Saul Bellow dies at age 89
NEW YORK - Saul Bellow,
the Nobel Prize-winning
author of Herzog, Humboldt's
Gift and other essential tales of
memory, chaos and the sensitive soul in 20th century
America, died Tuesday. He
was 89.
Bellow won three National
Book Awards: in 1954 for The
Adventures of Augie March, in
1965 for Herzog an~ in 1971 for
Mr. Sammler's Planet. In 1976,
he won the Pulitzer Prize for
Humboldt's Gift. That same
year Bellow·was awarded the
Nobel Prize, cited for his
"human understanding and
subtle analysis of contemporary culture."

•
•

RESEARCH

understanding. Informing. improving lives.

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 83
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Education Job Fair

-ASSOCIATED PRESS

to stop breathing momentarily,
in some cases as many as 60
times per hour.
NASEEM SOWTI
"Young persons who have
Senior Staff Writer
sleep apnea may have jaw
deformities, deformities of the
A recent survey shows that soft pallet, morbid obesity or
getting a good night's sleep is a underlying pulmonary or carproblem for many American diac disease," Deichen said.
adults, and college students
Other symptoms of sleep
are not immune to this prob- apnea are snoring and an
lem.
inability to stay awake during
"Sleep problems at the the day.
Health Center fall under three
But not everyone who
categories," said Dr. Michael snores has sleep apnea. "If you
Deichen, associate diredor for snore and you function well
clinical services at Student during the day, you're most
Health Services. They are probably not a sufferer,"
either anxiety-induced insom- Deichen said.
nia, substance-abuse induced
Sleep apnea is usually treatinsomnia or sleep-cycle inver- ed with a continuous positive
sion, in which students stay up airway. pressure (CPAP),
all night and then sleep well which is a mask worn at night.
into the afternoon hours, he But there are easier solutions
explained.
to other sleeping problems.
According to experts, adults
For one, "you can exercise
need between seven to nine to reduce tension and stress,"
hours of sleep every night, but Deichen said. He also recom"that's just the norm," accord- mends taking breaks to do
ing to Deichen. "You need an something fun and maintainamount of sleep that's restful. ing good sleep hygiene.
Some people sleep less or
"Sleep hygiene means setmore [than the recommended ting a pattern of sleep, where
amount], and they're fme," he you go to bed at a certain time
said.
and get up at a certain tim~
Persistent problems with every day," he said. Enjoying a
sleeping tend to bring along a relaxing activity such as a
host of other problems. warm bath or shower or readAccording to a recent survey, ing a book can also help with a
by the National Sleep Founda- good night's sleep. ''.Avoid caftion, poorer health, lower pro- feine and alcohol before going
ductivity during the day, bad to bed," and "make sure your
driving and a dull sex life are bedroom is dark and quiet,"
linked to lack of sleep.
Deichen advised.
"[Lack of sleep] has signifiDeichen added that insomcant impact on an individual's nia "is always correctable." ''.A
vitality, and it definitely has a lot of times people try to force
impact," themselves to sleep, and that
psychological
Deichen added.
usually doesn't work," he said.
Besides insomnia, a condi- This often gives the sufferer a
tion that is less common sense of loss of control. "But
among cqllege-age students is once you know that you're in
sleep aprlea, which results in control, the problem is solved.
~ collapse of the airway dur- It's ver'r mysterious," Deichen
ing sleep, causing the person added.

Science Spotlight

.

Located in the Education
.C omplex Gym
Thorsday,Aprill4,2005
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
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Www.ere.oef.edo
A Chance For Students To
Discuss Career Opportunities
With School Officials
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For quest.i ons regarding this event contact
Career Services & E~--periential Learning:
Student Resource Center, Buil1li11g 7G
407-823-2361

esel@mail.ucf.edu
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.Journalism takes center Stage
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PUT YOURSELF
IN THE FUTURE

,

17 media outlets
hold interviews,
'* offer internships

'"

DANA R. DELAPI & IVEE SAULS
Newsroom Manager & Contributing Writer
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Students got a glimpse into
whqt it takes to have a cateer in
the media at UCF's largest journalism-based internship fair on
Monday.
The Multimedia Job and
Internship Fair, o_rganized by
the UCF chapter of the Society
of Professional Journalists,
allowed students to sign up for
interyiews throughout the day
and meet face-to-face with
recruiters from local television
stations, magazines and newspapers.
The event proved beneficial
to the 17 media organizations
represented. More than 150
interviews conducted and
about a dozen internship positions were filled that day.
Representatives from Central Florida News 13, Central
F1.orida Future, Seminole Chronicle, Clear Channel Orlando, Cox

Radio, Create Magazine, Dow
Jones Newspaper Fund, Florida
Media, The (Lakeland) Ledger,
Orlando Sentinel, St. Petersburg
Times, Tampa 1Hbune, Telemundo; WCEU Channel 15, WESH
Channel 2, WKMG Local 6,
WOFL Fox 35 and World Publi. cations turned out for the event.
Journalism instructor and
SPJ adviser Rick Brunson said
he was ''very pleased with how
the recruiters gave positive
reviews and want to come back
for the next job and internship
."
f:arr.
Students used this opportunity to network as well as gain
practical experience in how to
prepare for and conduct an
interview. "For others, the fair
was a wake-up call: Get eiperience or get left behind," Brunson said.
SPJ President Christine
Dellert agreed that some students were surprised at how
unprepared they were for the
competitive ·world of journalism internships.
· "For some, this was the first
time they had ever interviewed
Some students were offered '
internships on the spot. Others
were frustrated that they got

turned down, but they need to
use this as a learning experience."
Having organized the entire
event with the help of the UCF
chapters Qf the Radio-Television
and News Directors Association and the National Association of Black Journalists, Dellert
was excited to be able to bring
so many media representatives
to campus.
'
"The last time there was a
journalism expo was about five
years ago,'' Dellert said. "We
wanted to bring recruiters from
across Florida to campus."
Dellert said many of the representatives had never been to
UCF before, which is part of the
reason she felt journalism students needed this fair.
"We wanted to give everyone from the media industry a
chance to see UCF, meet our
students and realize what a
great pool of potential job candidates we have here," Dellert
said.
During the event, one local
televisiori executive shared with
Brunson that he was impressed
with the quality and turnout,
especially in comparison with a
similar event at the University

of Florida two weeks ago. The
news organizations were also
impressed with the structure of
the event, having been provided
with pre-scheduled appointments and resumes beforehand
"There has been an overwhelmingly positive response
from the event," Dellert added
'M the recruiters were
impressed and happy with how
well-organized everything was."
Brunson pointed out that
"many of the recruiters asked
that we conduct another fair in
the fall - and be sure to invite
them back. That's quite an
endorsement." Brunson said
that plans are already in the
works for the next internship
fair this fall.
Dellert added that many of'
the larger companies already
have summer interns lined up,
which is an obstacle that procrastinating students find hard
to overcome.
"Holding another fair in the
fall allows us to give our students the opportunity to grab
them next time around.
Because this event went so well,
we feel we will be able to bring
in more students and companies next time."

Curious. Disciplined. Determined.Aperson with a flair for writing or a desire to develop one.
Someone who can ask tough questions and not be·discouraged by lame answers.
Jit the bill? Then there's ajob waiting for you at the Future.
UCF's year-round award-winning student,newspaper is searching for:
NEWS REPORTER· SPORTS REPORTER: Responsible for writing at least one story per
week and attending weekly writer's meetings. Positions at all levels are open now
and throughout the spring semester. Full/partial scholarships available.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Responsible for covering one sp~rt regularly, as well as
assisting the sports editor in layout duties twice a week. SCholarship position.
There's a place for everyone at the Future! Ideal candidates are those who want to grow with the
newSpaper. Applications for paid positions as managing editor and sports editor are currently being
accepted. E-mail inquiries to Dana Delapi at newsroom@UCFnews.com.
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Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ~D~

?

Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.
YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

·Speaker arrested for being 'colored' woman
,

FROM
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dress I could not try it on in a
store because I was considered
colored or negro."
->
Due's eyes scanned the room
from behind the dark glasses
that shielded her sensitive eyes,
which were damaged years ago
~ by a police officer who threw
tear gas in her face.
"To my left and to my right
._ there are sitting very few persons, and in the center here
there are more people and very
little room, so you will be the
1 colored section," she said. "The
left and the right have a little
more room, so you are in the
white ~ection because you have
the room to move about, and
you are more comfortable."

..

The daughter of two civilrights .activists, Due continued
to speak of being active in the"
movement at a very young age
and recalled the day at Woolworth's when she decided to
commit her life to it.
"There were people who
were threatening to do us bodily
harm and people holding guns,
and when the ·police came,
instead of arresting the hecklers,
we were arrested," she said.
Since they believed in their
rights to sit at the counter, they
willingly spent 49 days in jail for
what they did not see as a crime. .
Their protest was documented
as a historical act in the fight for
desegregation, and it placed
them amongst people like Rosa
Parks who had done the same.

Due's daughter, Tananarive,
was also in attendance and
spoke of the book that they cowrote together, Freedom in the
·Family, A . Mother-Daughter
Memoir of the Fight for Civil
Rights. The memoir details the
life of a family very involved in
the civil rights movement of the
'60s, and includes Tananarive's
father John Due, a very prominent civil rights lawyer.
"It's amazing to think that this
sort of thing happened in Florida," said UCF political science
student Chris Cole, 21, who listened intently to Due speak of
her years educating people like
him on the injustices of the '60s
that took place in the state and
had gone unnoticed by the history books. "I always considered

our state different, but I guess in
the end we were just like any
other Southern state at that
time."
"When we are all gone the
stories will live forever, and we
need to be certain that the part of
history which we do know now
lives forever,'' said Due as she
encouraged the students to document their own lives and what
was happening in their own
time.
·
She stressed the importance
of remembering the things no
one wanted to remember,
because it would be the only
way that our country could
change.
"Stories live forever,'' she said
in a final note. "But storytellers
do not."

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando
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etaway means you" get away" from highpriced tu,ition, crowded Clas~e_s and those soul-sucking
summer "jobs."

as

We offer many of the same classes a university, so credit~
earned at Valencia will transfer. Before you apply, go to
facts.org and choose "Transfer Services" for details.
Take the smart trip this summer. Registration starts April 22.
If you've never attended Valencia, you can also apply on.line at facts.org.
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System.could be permanent in fall
not be requested for delivery.
"Normal turnaround time
Libraries," said Meg Scharf, for all orders is one to three
associate director for Library . working days,'' Scharf said The
Public Services. She hopes pro- library checks with Student
viding resources will "enrich Disability Services to verify a
therr UCF learning experi- student's eligibility for the service before filling a request.
ence."
But if an itel;ll isn't found in
Kristine Shrauger, ~ead of
the Interlibrary Loan Depart- the main campus library, she
ment, came up with' the idea · added, the library submits the
after the library implemented request via the interlibrary loan
new software in January. Using program. That request goes to
an online r~quest form from the all UCF campus libraries.
Interlibrary Web site, students Books are delivered to a 'stucan request copies of journals dent's home, and articles are eor books from any UCF Library. mailed.
Before, the circulation desk
Items on reserve, however, canFROM

Al

handled requests by accompanying students upstairs or helping pull books from shelves.•
"Someone wasn't always available," Dresser said.
Time constraints prevented
library staff from giving enough
personal attention, said Phil
Kalfin, director of Srudent Disability Services. "It used to be
they could spend 30 minutes
helping a student, say in a
wheelchair," he said. "Now
[time] is not much of a consideration"
Although the program is still
in its trial stage, the library and
Student Disability Services ·

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES/I
If rou are struggling due to an inabllify
to focus or orqanize your studies....

expect success. With only a few
weeks left in the spring semester, the library plans to extend
the program two more semesters. And if the program is successful, it could be' made permanent in the fall, Schaif said.
''We're expecting more students once the new semester
starts, and·new students :i;egiSter with [Student] Disability
Services,'' Dresser said.
Kalfin said Student Disability Services has about 500 to 600
students registered each
semester, and a majority of
those students have physical
.disabilities.

•

You may be one of the
millions of youhg adults
who have ADHD.
To find out more about
ADHD; contact'CNS
Healthcare for a free
confidential •assessment.

Rash-o.f car thefts .
concerns students
'

COURTESY JENNIFER JOHNSON

When Jennifer Johnson's Honda Civic was recovered she found her stereo was missing.

be the main solution." He
stressed that the best way to stop
Another way · Williamson crime is vigilance and tips"to
suggests students protect their police _from the community, and
cars is by taking valuables like "when added up with alarms,
MP3 players, fancy stereo faces and people to keep their eyes
and laptop computers out of the open, [security cameras] can ·
' car and locking them in the help."
trunk. Lt. Sharkey agreed, saying
Some of the eyes and ears of
theft is "99.9 percent .a crime of the police department come
opportunity. Ifyou eliminate the from
parking . patrollers
opportunity [the thieves] are employed by UCF Parking Sergoing to move on"
vices. On March 22, Parking SerIn Johnson's case, she had no vices discovered a 1997 Honda
valuables in plain view and only Accord in the south garage that
a standard factory stereo was reported stolen on March 1
installed in her Honda Ciyic. She from an off-campus apartment
maintains her situation illus- complex.
trates a need to install security
After the thief presumably
cameras in garages to protect left the car in the south garage,
students who are taking the Parking Services began issuing
right steps.
parking tickets to the stolen
Concerning the need for vehicle as early as March 8.
cameras
at
UCF,
Sgt. . When the car's owner was conWilliamson said the campus is tacted to pay the tickets, he faxed
''well patrolled," yet he acknowl- Parking Services a police report
edged UCF Police can't be to prove they were written after
everywhere and believes his car was stolen After receivinstalling cameras inside park- ing the fax, parking patrollers
ing garages would be helpful as a stopped ticketi.pg the vehicle
deterrent to vehicle theft. He and instead notified UCF Police,
also said video footage would according to the report.
make it easier to catch crimin,als
After so many car thefts
after they flee the scene.
occurred inside campus garages,
Although Williamson notes Johnson no longer feels her
benefits that come with property is safe. "I refuse to park
installing security cameras in in any parking garage here,''
garages, he said, "Cameras won't Johnson said.
FROM
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·Barnett calls for U.S. and United
Best of Summer
·Nations to work as 'leviathan force' Europe~~
.

)_;j
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history of stresses resulting in
WWI and II, and our history
> of globalization among the
functioning nations of the
past and the nations he says
} fell into the gap.
The problem with Iraq he
sail
we have no credibility
wi he people there. In the
:> mo
. g we have a 19-yearold ooting at people, and
then later in the same afternoon that same 19-year-old is
IJ handing out supplies to the
same people."
He proposed that we have
a
"leviathan
force" to go in
;
1
first and do the necessary
shooting to topple the leadership, and then bring in the
l "nation-building
troops,"
which would be more like the
Peace Corps or National
Guard to win the credibility.
· and confidence of the people.
"We could spend $100 billion just for us," he said, "and
r.1 I could write you that budget
easy. So why do we spend
$450 billion and more?
Because we support interna~ tional security.
"China's big, bad, has a
projected growth rate and
consumes about 60 percent of
.. the oil that comes out of the
Middle East and it's going to
double in Asia. We consume
.) about 12 percent, with a pro. jected increase to 16 percent
in the next 20 years. It may be
our blood, but it's not our oil
,.and hasn't been for quite
some time."
. He said, "We need to
understand the shaping of the
•world taking place between
now and 2025 and have a
vision as broad as the situa" tion we find ourselves in."
Issues on the table included "The American Way of
War and Peace."
·
,, "We have more experience
than anyone in the world and
we still suck at it." Barnett
cited the increase in military
"' response days from less than
20,000 in the '80s to more
than 60,000 days in the '90s.
,... He slammed the Pentagon
for not a,rmoring . Humvees
and equipping soldiers with
body armor for more than 10
,i years after being advised to
do so by experts returning
from Somalia.
''All we can do is rush their
•barricades and the only
option they have is to shoot
us to death," he said.
According to Barnett, "the
"' way the demand curve rose
began in the '50s and '60s
when the objective was to
.11contain the Soviet threat.
Then, he said, "In the '70s, the
'73 war [in Israel] alerts us to
the gasoline crisis. Since the
~ '80s, the bulk of our security
market has been in Southwest
Asia. We didn't pay attention
*to the ·shift in the security
architecture, we were still
focused on the Soviets and
China."
1 · He said that "functioning
countries welcome the connectivity and content flow,
but not all countries can handle the content. Riyadh wants
satellite TV, just not Britney
Spears coming through."
Barnett further explained
how the world is made up of
rule-sets and said, "Economic
rule-sets have raced ahead of
'!"-political rule-sets."
He explained how "we
have been harmonizing our
internal rule-set with emerging global rule-set. He said,
"We've been doing this globalization process for about
200 years now, from the Civil
War on. Every time we fight it
is a rule-set crisis reaching for
new rUle-sets and the clash,. ing of rule-sets."
"One man says go slow,
one man says go fast, Osamaman says get it out of my face
or I'll kill you all."
He said that although
"commodities are the fastest
•way to grow an economy, diamonds, gold, and oil is the
surest way to grow a dictatorship."
~
If you are fighting against
globalization, you are likely a
problem for the United
States, h.e said.
11 ~)He
said when Bush
shoc~ed everybody by publkly asking ·~e you for us or
ag~st us" and said it was the
.. first time China ever directly
c~tl the White HO)J.se.
"Why? It was because
ii

China is not interested in
Osama bin Laden's .vision of a
return to a seventh-century
paradise. China has already·
been there, done that."
He called for a "grand strategy" of working across the core
nations to "improve our ability
to withstand and mitigate 9-11
type system perturbations." He
said we need to "discretely
firewalf off the core from the
gap nations' worst exports
such as terrorism and narcotics" and claimed that terrorists are not the poor, but middle-class and well-educated
people whose "vision of the
good life has met with unrealEVANSCHNEIDER/ UNITEDNATIONS
ized and diminished expectations."
According to Barnett, the U.N. Security Council, pictured here, should act as a global grand jury.
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Iwww.statravel.com ~I

SOME OF THE
PLACES WE FLY

Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)

Austin

Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
(29 miles to downtown WC!shington. D.C.l

Chicago (Midway)

Ft. Lauderdale
(22 miles to downtown Miami) .

Harlingen/South Padre Island

Las Vegas

Los Angeles (LAX)

New Orleans ·

Oakland
(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)

Philadelphia

Phoenix

Providence
(A better way to Boston)

$

. Reno/Tahoe
One-way with _
1 4-day advance purchase

Salt Lake City

WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT SOUTHWEST.COM:
San Diego
Fares do not Include a federal excise tax of $3.20 per takeoff and landing.
Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest

advance and by April 21, 2005. Seats are

Airlines for just $39 - $149 one-way when

limited. Fares may vary by destination and day

you purchase at southwest.com. Be sure to

of travel and won't be available on

purchase your ticket at least 14 days in

that operate during very busy travel times.

Seattle/Tacoma

sqme flights

Tampa Bay

HAVE YOU DOWNlOADED ~ DING.E YET7
It delivers our hottest deals directly to your desktop. Get It at southwest.com.

SOUTHWEST.COM®

. West Palm Beach
Service may not be
available from all cities. Offer
applles to Southwest-operated,
published, scheduled service only.

"

Fares do not includ airport-assessed passenger facility charges (PFC of up to $9 and a federal September 11th Security Fee • up to $5 one·way. Tickets are nonrefundable but mjy' be applied toward future travel on Southwest
Airlines. Fares are subjecrto change until ticketed. Any change in itinerary may result in an increase in. fare. Service to and from Orange County airport not included. Fares are combinable with other Southwest Airlines fares.
If combining with other fares, all ticketing restrictions apply. ©2002, 2005 Southwest Airlines Co.
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Wmning

Knights
claim
the 1-4
corridor

IS winless··
.
'

After leading the Knights to three
straight A-Sun titles, Winch is gone.

Staff Writer

When a team is on cruise
· control, things have a tendency
to go its way. For UCF baseball,
things have definitely been
going the way of the Knights.
UCF now stands at 28-7, the
second-highest win total in the
country, with a win percentage
of .800 following victories over
in-state rivals Stetson and USE
On the strength of Matt Horwath's fourth straight game
with a home run, the Knights
took care of Stetson 14-7 on
Sunday, winning the rubber
match of the three-game set in
Deland. The victory improved
UCF's conference record to 9-3,
tied with Troy atop the A-Sun.
Darren Newlin got the victory for UCF, despite surrendering six. runs (five earned) on
nine hits in five innings. He was
picked up by Ray Rodriguez,
who threw four innings of twohit ball to finish the Hatters off.
Starter .cy Mccuen took the
loss for Stetson after recording

I
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ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

Despite having the best
season in the history of UCF
men's soccer in 2004, the UCF
athletic department has
decided to go in a different
direction as the team prepares
to enter the competitive Con.ference USA in the fall.
In a statement released one
week ago today, the department announced that it would
not be renewing the contract
of men's soccer Coach Bob
Winch when ~t expires in July.
In regards to who the next
coach will be, the' statement
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE
said "UCF will commence a The contract of men's soccer Coach Bob .
national search immediately · Winch will not be renewed fornext season. ,.
to find a replacement."
Winch, who has been the A-Sun "Coach of the Year,"
men's coach since the fa).l of and for the first time ever the
1993, compiled a record of ll2- men's
soccer
program •
100-15 in his 12 seasons at the advanced to the second round
helm of the UCF men's soccer of the NCAA Tournament.
program.
In the statement UCF ,
The Knights have had a director of athletics ·Steve
winning record in each of the Orsini said that the athletic ·
last four seasons. During that department is "grateful for the
stretch Winch had a record of many years of service that c.
45-28-8 while leading the team Bob [Winch] has given to
to three straight .A-Sun tour- UCF."
nament championships and
Orsini continued, "He has
three consecutive NCAA worked hard to build the pro- •
Tournament berths.
gram to its current point, but
In the 2004 season, his last
as UCF's coach, he was named
PLEASESEE PLAYERS ON A9 c
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Golf has
a·solid
weekend
in Miami

•

Larsen continues
to
raise
the bar
•
.
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Outfielder Jania Shinhoster, right, grabs a fly ball while avoiding a collision with outfielder Kade Feaster, left, at home last weekend.

CATCHING ·
SPRING FEV'ER

Women finish sixth
after a quick start
DAVID DeCANDIS
Contributing Writer

After a strong first round, the
women's golf team stumbled on
the last two days of play at the
Ryder Florida Collegiate Cup.
The Knights finished sixth out of
the 14 teams participating in the
tournament, while host school
University of Miami took the
title, leading all three days and
finishing with a total of 912
strokes after 54 holes.
The Knights started the tournament with a good performance. On the first day, UCF shot
an opening-round score of 304 to
· finish in a tie for fourth, only 10
strokes behind the leading Hurricanes.
· Tue Knights' first-round performance was impressive, considering how difficult Don
Shula's Golf Resort in Miami
Lakes was playing on Friday. The
tough course only gave up five
rounds at even or under pa:r on
the first day, and things didn't.get
PLEASE SEE
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Baseball lights up
two local rivals

I

•

High jumper leads way for women
DAVID DeCANDIS
Contributing Writer

The UCF women's track
and field team had an impressive performance this past
weekend at the USF Brighthouse Invitational, as the
Atlantic Sun Conference tournament is nearing.
With senior captain AnnLouise Larsen showing the
way, the Knights had a solid
performance with only one
match remaining before the ASun tournament, which will be
held April 15-16 in Nashville,
; Tenn.
Three members of the team
have already qualified for the
NCAA regional meet.
Larsen; a high jumper, will
be heading to her third consecutive regional meet on the
strength of another solid performance. Larsen has qualified
for regionals in every meet she
has competed in this year,
· which includes her perform-

Softball is hot as it heads on a pivotal 12-game road trip
MATIDUNAWAY
SeniorStaffWriter

After dropping four of five games during a
stretch in mid-March that included three consecutive losses at the Speedline Invitational, the
UCF softball team has reeled off nine wins in
their last 12 games.
During that hot stretch, UCF (31-19-1, 4-2 ASun) has picked up wins over No. 20 Georgia
Tech and longtime conference nemesis Florida
Atlantic.
"This is the part of the season where you
want to begin to play your best softball," Coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie said. ''We always.go into
conference play with a few goals in mind."
A reason for the recent success is that the
Knights have stopped relying on the long ball
and started to do the little things right.
UCF scored 14 runs in a doubleheader last

TOUGH ON A9

weekend, only knocking one home run against
the Bruins. The Knights used nine Belmont
walks to their advantage, scoring' 12 of those 14
runs in the second game.
''Without a doubt, the walks helped· us put
the runners on base," Luers-Gillispie said after
the Belmont series. "The focus in this series for
us was we wanted to get the ball in play, and ·
that's what wins you ball games in the long run."
''We knew we jU.St had to keep fighting,'' Jania
·Shinhoster said. ''We are a good hitting team,
and we were getting some good hits, just not at
crucial times. You just have to keep hitting and
not get down on yoursel£"
This weekend the Knights head back on the
road for the first time since the Speedline Invitational with doubleheaders at Campbell and
Gardner-Webb.
PLEASE SEE
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ance in Tampa over the week- ,
end. She jU1nped a mark of 5-8
3/4 to finish in third place.
"She's an excellent leader,"
Coach Marcia Mansur-Went- '>
worth said of the senior.
Junior Tiffany Roebuck has
earned both A-Sun track "Performer of the Week" and UCF
. "Female Athlete of the Week''
honors this season. She has
qualified in multiple events for t
the NCAA regional meet.
The hammer throw is Roebuck's best event. She holds
the school record with a throw •
ofl85-10. Her performance this
weekend qualified her again
for the regional meet.
Roebuck doesn't limit herself to just the hammer throw;
she also qualified in the shot
put with a UCF record-break-.>
ing throw of 47-2 1/ 2. The
record was previously set by
Katara Beard in 2001. Over the
weekend, Roebuck qualified •

•
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.This April Fool's Day, there was no bigger fool than this writer
I

'.

:·

...••
'

' It

Fool me once, shame on you.
Fool me twice, I'll run you down
with my Wrangler.
·
In all my life, I can't remember
a time when sol,lleone actually
fooled me on April Fool's Day.
Normally the trickery is pretty
simple. I come up with an elaborate plan that embarrasses my
friends and family and then I
bask in my creative deception.
Even the twelve ex-girlfriends
who tried the "I'm pregnant" routine couldn't faze me. It's always
been pretty much impossible to
get me.
My buddies and I had the ultimate April Fool's plan worked

'

out for our friends last week and
it would have involved me being
a dad It's not too far fetched considering Vegas has even odds on ·
a little Burnsy running around
somewhere, but we had ridiculous details planned. It would
have involved borrowing someone's younger sibling and me acting very depressed for the entire
week amongst other things, but it
all fell apart when we realized
that our plan was incredibly
detailed and 'we'.re incredibly
laiy.
Instead I was left to laugh at
feeble attempts to get me. They
simply never work. That is until
J

..

six days ago.
My hat is off
to the Rowdy
Knights
and
their incredibly

Saturday
it
turned into a
fake internet link
on the UCFSports.com message board
Fool's
prank.
clever
April
As I always
Hats off again for
d0, I popped on
getting me good
the board Satursince I was
day to make a
ASHLEY BURNS
few
cracks about
apparently the
Managing Editor
one person who
how
Stetson
fell the hardest.
girls are like
According to one Rowdy Knight, sacks of potatoes, only not. as
a rumor that men's basketball sexy, and right before my eyes
sophomore Josh Peppers was was a post about Peppers' sudtransferring to Tennessee was · den transfer. So did I check any of
started late Friday night and on the responses? No. Did I read

·~Ir.II~~~-~~~

~{

•

more than the first three sentences of the fake Tennessee
press release before I started an
avalanche ofphone calls to Burnsy's army of UCF fans? Absolutely not. Did I even call Peppers,
who I consider a friend, to ask if
he'd please stuff a beehive in my
pants rather than do this to me?
Of course not.
,
Within minutes I'd called ·
every diehard UCF fan I know
from my buddy Budg-e tp the
sickest f-ing dart player ever, the
Panda Bear. I swear I even called
a random number and yelled,
"Why in the name of Gdd would
he do this?'' into the phone before
I

,,

hanging up.
I had visions of Joey and
Steven Graham all over again. I "
was at the point that I was going
to hunt Peppers down and find
out why he was leaving UCF
when this program is getting bet- ~
ter by the nanosecond
But all I could do was sit and
stare at my computer screen, ~
wondering. Then I had a novel
idea. Why not read the whole
thing and see if.he gave a reason?
I got to the very last sentence and 1,.
knew that I was the biggest sucker on the face of the planet.
PLEASESEE PUNISHMENT ON A10 (
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Players surprised by decision
FROM

.

AS

we believe it's time for a
change in leadership to continue the growth of the program
as it moves into Conference
USA. We're confident we will
have a pool of quality applicants for the position that can
develop UCF's student-athletes on and off the field." ·
The move was unexpected
to the players and most people
associated with the team.
"Going into conference
USA I thought he'd be a good
coach to have," Junior midfielder Billy Judino said.
"We've definitely had a winning experience with him."
"That's the administration's
choice," Junior goaltender and
captain Ryan Mcintosh said.
"They make those choices on
what they feel is best for us. If
that's what they feel, then
that's what they feel. It's not
our choice. ·
·
· "I feel like when there is a
coaching change it's always
long term rather than short.
term. We're still out there to

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTYRE

The Conference USA debut ofRyan Mcintosh and men's soccer will be under a new coach.

win though, I don't think you
ever walk out on. that field
without trying to win."
The timing of the move is
undoubtedly strange because
Winch's contract will not be

over until July, two months
before the start of the se.a8on.
Former assistant coach
Justin Maulin, who was popular among.the players, left the
Knights to take a job as an

assistant at UNC-Greensboro
only a week before it was
. announced that Winch would
not be returning.
Winch will remain the
coach until his contract ends,
and players have said that he
continues to encourage them
to do well academically.
However, it seems that
Winch's influence on soccer
field has ended, which essentially leaves the team without
the on-field guidance ofa head
coach for the next two
months.
Spring practice has ended
for the team, as the players
continue to prepare ·for the
upcoming season on their own
time at voluntary practices
held by captains.
While the unexpected
experience may not be best for
the team in the short term,
they have used it to grow
stronger.
"We're ,doing all right."
Mcintosh said. "The core guys
that really want to be here, you
can see them stepping up and
becoming leaders."

Trip doesn't worry Luers-Gillispie
FROM

.•
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Ironically, Luers-Gillispie
would be more worried about
these series if they were at the·
friendly confines of the UCF
Softball Complex.
"I'm not too worried about
going on the road," LuersGillispie said. "This team seems
to play better and with more
focus away from home."
And that focus starts with
the group of seven seniors,
headed by Shinhoster and
Stephanie Best. Shinhoster is
· hitting a scorching league-high
.556 in conference play, while
Best tops the A-Sun with 18
home runs and 40 RBI.
"This group of seniors has a
very business-like approach to
each game they play," LuersGillispie said. "They don't get
too up or too down on them, selves, so emotionally they are
very hard to read."
What this squad has experienced over the past couple of
seasons on the field can explain
their even-tempered demeanor.
Earlier this season, the
Knights experienced historic
wins, like the one over No. 8
Washington in Las Vegas and
heartbreaking losses, for example, to No. 9 Baylor in extra
innings on a bang-bang play at
the plate.
"This group has been
through a lot over the last couple of seasons," Luers-Gillispie
said. "Nothing really seems to
faze them out on the field."
' Luers-Gillispie and her girls
know that the Camels and Bulldogs will give the Knights their
best game.
"We just have to go out,"
Lindsay Enders saicj.. ''And do
what we did against Belmont to
be successful next weekend.
Hopefully our bats will wake up
a little earlier."
·
UCF heads to the road for
ten straight and won't have a
home game until Senior Day
against Jacksonville on April 23.

Scouting Campbell and
Gardner-Webb
The Camels (21-18, 3-7 ASun) are corning off a pair of
one-run losses to Florida
Atlantic on Monday afternoon.
Holly Harris and Chelsea
Gates lead the offensive attack,
batting 336 and..306 respective-
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for the regional in yet another
event with a throw ofl45 in the
discus, an event she set the
UCF record in last year.
. The third athlete to qualify
for the NCAA Regional meet is
junior Diana Chin. Chin broke
a school record with a leap of

Mulkey-Robertson leads Baylor to
first ever National Championship
INDIANAPOLIS '-- The
comeback kids finally found a
deficit they couldn't overcome.
Michigan State, which tied a
women's Final Four record by
rallying from 16 points down
against-Tennessee in the sernifinals, trailed by 19 in the first half
and never got closer than nine
~the rest of the way in an 84-62
mut by Baylor.
·
It was the second-largest vietory margin in championship
game history.
"Obviously, we didn't play
well," Spartans Coach Joanne P.
Mccallie said. "We didn't
rebound. There's a lot of things
we didn't do." One problem was
a poor second half in which the
Spartans shot just 18.2 percent
from 3-point range and allowed
47 second-half points - the
most Michigan State allowed in
any half this year.
The Spartans (33-4) entered
with a reputation for rallying.
But they never got a chance
Tuesday night.
''We didn't box out, we didn't
contest shots in the paint,"
Michigan State's Kelli Roehrig
said. "We gave them way too
many open looks inside."
It was a vast departure from
Sunday night's semifinals,
which created what may have
been one of the most memorable nights in women's Final
Four history.
Michigan State, which had
rallied against Vanderbilt and
Southern Cal to reach the Final
Four, came back to upset Tennessee 68-64 by tying Notre
Dame's record for the biggest
comeback in a Final Four game,
which the irish set against Connecticut in 2001.
·
The Spartans' amazing
comeback came just hours after
Baylor (33-3) overcame a 15point deficit against LSU to
advance with a 68-57 win. That
tied Old Dominion's 15-point
comeback in 1997 against Stanford for the second-biggest
comeback.
No other teams had come
back from more than nine
points, and Baylor made sure it
woajdn't happen against it.
Instead, the Lady Bears did
what nobody else in Indianapolis could - protect a big lead.
"I reminded them about the
eight-minute mark when we
were up by double digits that
this game wasn't over," MulkeyRobertson said. "I never let
them get comfortable out
there."

Tarheels make triumphant return
to Chapel Hill as NCAA Champs

BRITT HARTI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nicole Balogh and the Knights hope to continue playing well when they take to the road for 12 straight games starting on Saturday.

ly. Harris tops the ·squad with
40 hits, including six homers
and 29 RBI. She has really
found her stride in conference
play, leading the A-Sun with 14'
hits, and went three-for-four
with an RBI in game two
against the Owls.
In the circle, Lexi Myers and
Kelly Weaver have combined
for a 13-9 mark, and both have
ERAs under two. Opponents
are only hitting .191 against
Myers and have struck out 95
times in 93 innings.
UCF has won six of seven
meetings all-time against the
Camels and are 2-0 in Buies
Creek, outscoring Campbell 193 at the Eakes Athletic Complex. The Camels are 7-4 at
home this season, while the
Knights are 7-3 this season in
true road games.

GWU (15-24-1, 1-8 A-Sun)
has struggled out of the gates
after qualifying for their first ASun championship last season.
The Bulldogs are also corning ·
off a J>air of losses against Florida Atlantic suffered at home on
Tuesday.
Rachel Riope~ a member of
the preseason A-Sun team, is
feisty at the top of the lineup,
leading GWU with a 333 average. She has knocked five
homers and drove in 31 RBis.
No one has a winning record
on the pitching staff. Stacie
Reichert has logged a majority
· of the innings, going 9-13 with
an ERA just over two. She hasn't received much help from
her defense - 23 of her 62 runs
given up are unearned.
UCF crushed GardnerWebb 10-1 µi five innings earlier

"This team
seems to play
better and with
more focus
away from
home."
- COACH RENEE LUERS-GILLISPIE

this seasori at the Clearwater
Invitational. The Knights hold a
5-1 series advantage over the
Bulldogs and have shut out
GWU in three of their last four
wins.

Three qualify for NCAA regional meet
FROM

State & Nation

19:..91/4 in the long jump. It was 47.23 seconds.
Sophomore pole · vaulter
previously held by Corliss
Other top performers in Katie Fowke vaulted a seasonCade, set in 2000. Chin also fin- Tampa were sophomore best 12, tying her own school
ished third in the 100-meter Karen Kozub, who finished record set last year.
hurdles and competed in the · second in the 800-meter run,
The Knights' next meet will
4x100-meter relay with sopho- posting a time of2:13.52. Coral . be in Tallahassee, where they
mores Jenny Rogan and LaToya Springs native and sopho- will compete in the Seminole
Green, and junior Tavia more Christina Jones record- Invitational Friday and SaturRecord. The four finished sixth ed a time of 2:17.90 in the day. It is their final meet before
in the event, recording a time of same event.
the A-Sun tournament.

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. With thousands of Carolina
blue-clad fans cheering in the
Smith Center, Rashad Mccants
rested his left arm on the
NCAA championship trophy
and gave it a glance.
The North Carolina junior
then looked up at the crowd
and smiled. He didn't have to
say a word.
The Tar Heels returned
home Tuesday to celebrate the
program's fourth national title
with about 15,000 frenzied fans
- less than 24 hours after closing the season with a 75-70 win
over Illinois in St. Louis.
In a festive atmosphere that
included the team serenading
the crowd,
Coach Roy
Williams and his players
thanked the fans for their support and talked about how good
it felt to win North Carolina's
first national title since 1993.
It was a title made even
sweeter by the program's struggles in recent years, which
included an 8-20 season in 2002
and an ugly coaching change a
year later that brought Williams
. back to his alma mater.
"It's been a long journey, it
really has," said senior Jackie
Manuel, a freshman on that
eight-win team coached by
Matt Doherty. "But I think the
one thing I can say is we're
back. We're No. l."
Thousands of fans - many

already wearing championship
T-shirts - poured into the
stands and onto the arena floor
before the team's flight had
even landed at nearby Raleigh~
Durham International Airport.
The fans waited and cheered
as they watched season highlights on the video boards,
located high above the score· boards reading "Carolina 75, Illinois 70."
That score sent a crowd of
about 45,000 onto Franklin
Street for a post-game celebration that lasted into Tuesday's
. early hours. But the fans hardly
seemed partied out by the time
the team's flight landed around
3:40 p.m.
As the fans waited patiently
for the team to arrive, TV stations followed the team bus on
its trip to campus.
Thetearnarrivedaround4:30
p.rn. and was greeted by a roar
from the crowd as they walked
to the podium with junior David
Noel caITying the trophy.
It was the first title for
Williams, who was an assistant
to Dean Smith for 10 years
before. spending 15 seasons at
Kansas. He. reminisced about
how good it felt to watch the Tar
Heels win the title 12 years ago,
and now he finally has one of his
own in just two seasons here.
"I can tell you the thrill of a
lifetime - other than my wife
and two children - was being
the leader and coach of our
alma mater," Williams told the
crowd.
Several of the players talked
of returning for a similar party
next year, though it's unclear
just how many of these players
will be around. In addition to
losing senior Manuel, Jawad
Williams and Melvin Scott,
Williams said earlier Tuesday
that he expected Mccants to
enter this year's NBA draft.
In addition, juniors Sean
May - the Most Outstanding
Player of the Final Four - and
Raymond Felton and freshman
reserve Marvin Williams are
weighing a possible jump to the
pros.
The fans certainly were
aware of that. They greeted
Williazps with chants of "Three
more years! Three more years!"
and gave a similar chant asking
Felton for another year.
While McCants gave no
indication of his plans, May did
his part to try to ease the .__
crowd's mind.
"We're going to try to come
back and do it next year," May
said. ·~ong with that, I'm going
to try to get some of these other
guys to come back with me."
Near the end of the hourlong gathering, the team
thanked the fans by perforrnµig
a call-and-reponse song. With
Noel leading a group jokingly
dubbed the "Tar Heel Travelin'
National Champions," the team
sang a repeating chorus of
"Don't even worry, we're gonna
make it."
It seemed the appropriate
close for ~e seniors' careers.
"Whoever thought after
going 8-20 our freshman year,"
Jawad Williams said, "that we'd
be here and going out on top?"

Pacific coach recognized as ·
'Mid-Major Coach of the Year'
STOCKTON, Calif. - Pacific's Bob Thomason was named
Tuesday as the "Hugh Durham,
Mid-Major Coach oft.h e Year"
after leading the Tigers to their
first ranking ever in the Associ·
ated Press poll.
Thomason led Pacific to a
27-4 record, including an 18-0
mark in the Big West regular
season. The Tigers made it to
the second round of the NCAA
tournament for the second
straight year, beating Pittsburgh
79-71 b~fore falling to top-seeded Washington 97-79.
Pacific set a school record
for wi.ps and has a 52-12 mark
over the last two seasons.
The award was given by
Collegelnsider.com,
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tough course conditions lead to higher scores
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any easier as the weekend
began.
In Saturday's second round,
no golfer could manage a round
at or under par, and the Knights
struggled along\ with the rest of
the field. The women shot a 28over-par total score of 322 on

Saturday, putting UCF in a tie final score of26-under-par.
with Florida International for
Individually, the Knights had
fifth place going into the final a good showing. Led by Ashley
round.
Grier, three ofUCF's golfers finOn Sunday, the Knights ished in the top 30. Grier shot a
could not manage to cut the 6-over-pat; 78 on both Saturday
deficit du!ing their final round and Sunday, giving per a threeof play. ~'tCF finished with a . way share of 13th place. Senior
final-round score of 320 and Livia Jakobsson :;hot a final
headed to the clubhouse with a round of 83, fmishin~ tied with

three others for 27th place, and
Holly Boot finished tied· for
30th after shooting a final round
of80.
The women's golf team
returns to the links on Monday,
April 11 at the Atlantic Sun
Championship, which will be
hosted by Stetson at Victoria
Hills Country Club in Deland.

GERRY BROOME I ASSOCIATED PktsS

North Carolina returned to a frenzied Dean Smith Center on Tuesday to celebrate their title.
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Punishment does fits the
crime for 'Dirty' Sanchez
FROM A8

"Happy April Fool's," printed
clear as day.
Yes indeed, Rowdy Kiiights,
my hat is off. For successfully
fooling me, I grant you this edition of the Thursday tirade ... ·
Tampa Bay Devil Ray center~ielder Alex Sanchez was the
:first Major League Baseball player to be suspended under the
league's new steroid policy.
Sanchez received a first offense
10-day suspension for testing
positive. This is the greatest
news I have ever received, not
because rm happy that he cheatetd, but because I finally can call
·someone Dirty Sanchez ...
My Cardinals look deadly.
The Cubs will finish 72 games
behind them That's all I'm saying ...
I invented a new game for
everyone to play when they go
out to bars. It's called "Count
How Many Brand New North
Carolina Tar Heel Hats You See."
Only a day after UNC defeated
Illinois for the NCAA Championship I counted six between a
brief happy hour at Friendly
Confines and my nightly sabbatical at The Deuce ...
You know how AOL has that
dude who says, "You've got mail"

whenever it opens? Shouldn't
Google hire 50 Cent to say "G-GG-G-Maaaaaail" for its G-mail
accounts? Wouldn't that be the
greatest marketing idea in the
history of mankind? rm a freaking genius...
•
CBS has a new original movie
coming soon titled Locusts, following hot on the heels of Spring
Break Shark Attack. It's good to
see CBS trying to shed that
whole '~erica's Most Watched
Network'' slogan. I can't imagine
what they could possibly come
up with next ...
The new dorms next to the
Dungeon look incredible. I'm
almost considering making my
return to dorm life. Hold on, I've
got it! I can hear the announcer
now: ''Tune in to CBS next·Fri-.
day for the new original movie,
A shley ;Burns: All-Girls Dorm
Resident Assistant.'' That can't
fail ...
I haven't talked about UCF
baseball at all so far this season
mainly because I just plain forgot But these boys are good and
they couldn't have done anything better for me than lay a
fierce pounding on Stetson this
past weekend. Stetson baseball's
philosophy is simple: Pitching
doesn't matter, big bats are good
and in the end let's see if we can

Strong relief shuts
the door on Bulls

be as meager as our men's l;>asketball team I heard Stetson is
changing the motto of its athletic department to "Stetson Athletics: Where Women's Badminton Is Our Claim To Fame" ...
rve been trying to get in better shape lately because, if you
can believe it, my lifestyle doesn't exactly re'Ward me with washboard abs, and if you've ever
seen a professional sports writer
you can imagine that rm not too
thrilled about falling into that
stereotype one day. So I've been
eating better and walking more
and I've actually shed 20 pounds
over the past month. But I don't
know if I should get too excited
just yet This morning I found a
note on my pillow that read:
"I can't take it anymore! I've
left to find someone who can
appreciate me. You're on your
own, buddy. Signed, Your Liver''
Finally, Britney Spears and
Kevin Federline will have their
own reality show. I'm not sure
what it's about but I can only
imagine the producers of Cops
and the Jerry Springer Show will
have their work cut out winning
back that white trash demographic.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

INSIDE THE
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36
Runs scored by baseball last
weekend as it took two of three
games at Stetson.
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Office of
Student
Involvement
has update
Men's Basketball Coach
Kirk Speraw will be at
the Senate meeting
tonight as a· special
guest, and there will be
~ f 09d and ·d rinks provided
by SGA. Meeting starts
at 7pm in Key West
· Ballroom, SU 218.
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Dance Marathon
Executive Board
application deadline
extended to Monday, April
12 by 5pm in SU 208.
More info can be found at
www.ucfdm.com

•i

f )

www.GetlnvolvedUCF.com

Wins so far for baseball this season. Only one team in the nation
has more wins than the Knights,
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Taylor Cobb gave up three runs in three innings to the Bulls on Tuesday night in Tampa.
FROM A8

sixth. In the top of the
inning, UCF pushed four
across, thanks to a two-RBI
single by Kevin Richmond, a
wild pitch and Brown stealing home on an errant throw
to second. Richmond finished the day two-for-two
with three RBI.
USF combated UCF's
salvo with a trio of tallies in
the bottom of the frame, but
its rally came up short as it
left the bags loaded to end
the inning. Brooks then took
over, slamming the door on
the Bulls in the seventh and
eighth and then getting the
first two outs of the ninth
before stepping aside in
favor of Thorne. Thorne.
responded by striking out
the final Bull hitter of the
night to preserve the win.

only the first four outs of the
game and giving up six runs
of his own.
Horwath's fifth homer of
the year gave UCF a 1-0 lead
in the first, but the Knight s
busted through in the second
and fourth innings, scoring
five runs in each.
.
In the second, UCF
recorded just three hits, but
they were helped out by two
costly Stetson errors and five
stolen bases. John-Michael
Howell and Dee Brown both
came up with RBI singles in
the inning, and Kevin Richmond continued to wave a
hot bat, racking up an RBI
double.
T he fourth inning was
highlighted by seven hits,
including another RBI single
by Howell and a two-RBI Notes
UCF has scored 40 runs
double by Drew Butera.
in the last three games ... Ray
~though Stetson responded
with three of their own in the Rodriguez is now 5-0 with a
~hird and fifth frames, the ·i.90 ERA in 10 appearances ...
Knights' offense was just too UCF's regular starters (BasNewlin, · Cobb,
much,
coupled
with com,
Rodriguez
and Billek) are a
JRodriguez's solid effort out
of the pen in relief of Newlin. combined 21-4 ... Seven difUCF picked up insurance ferent Knights have recordruns in the sixth and seventh ed a save ... John-Michael
Howell and Dee Brown
to seal the deal.
From DeLand the Knights account for 17 of UCF's 32
traveled to Tampa for their team home runs ... Howell is
first meeting of the season currently hitting .372 w itli
with the South Florida Bulls. nine homers and 31 RBI ...
]five UCF batters combined UCF is nearly doubling its
fur all nine hits, as the Black opponents in scoring so far
and Gold hung on to knock this year (288-159) ... As a
team, UCF is hitting .302
cliffUSF 8-7.
; Brian Brooks came in while holding opponents to
ftom the bullpen in relief of just .245 ... The Knights face
Taylor Cobb and Matt USF at 7 p.m. Tuesday at Jay
Rhodes to get the victory, Bergman Field ... UCF next
throwing four innings of takes on Lipscomb in a
conference
four-hit ball. Jeremy Thorne three-game
showdown
at
Jay
Bergman
stepped in with two down in
the ninth to pick up the save Field. First game is at 6 p.m.
Friday with a day-night douforUCF.
bleheadet
scheduled for SatBoth squads fought to a 33 deadlock heading into the urday.

12
Consecutive road games for
softball, starting with tomorrow's
doubleheader at Campbell.

~
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U.S. AIR FORCE

Who's hot
Softball has been hard to beat lately,
winning nine of 12 as it heads into its
toughest stretch of the season.

Who's not
Stetson baseball got bashed by the
Knights last weekend as it was
·outscored 36-22 in three games.

Upcoming
Baseball hosts Lipscomb at Jay
Bergman Field in the first of three
games,the first pitch is set for 6 p.m.
tomorrow and the series will wrap
up Saturday with a doubleheader
starting at 1 p.m ... Softball travels
to N.C. tomorrow to face Campbell in
a doubleheader and Gardner-Webb
in a doubleheader on Saturday .. .
Men's tennis travels to Jacksonville
where they will face the Dolphins
tomorrow afternoon ... Track and
field is in Tallahassee on Saturday to
compete in the Seminole
Invitational .. . On Saturday rowing
is in Tampa for the Florida ·
Intercollegiate Rowing Association
Championships.

·~

Quotables

Most nurses spend t heir entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Ai r Force, it's unli ke ly you'll .even spend it in the sam~ sta te or country.

"You just have to keep hitting and
not get down on yourself."

You 'll have the opportun ity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fi elds
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll fee l a greater sense of shared
responsibility w hen you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of care er you'd like to have? Then call 1-800- 588- 5260.

- SOFTBALL OUTFIELDER JANIA
SHINHOSTER ON STAYING POSITIVE

"We'vedefinitely had awinning
experience with him."

AIRFORC E.COM / heatth care • 1- 80 0- 588 - 5260
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- BILLY JUDINO OF MEN'S SOCCER
ON COACH BOB WINCH LEAVING
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Nied sChoOl ri~f<:
kind of ~edic;·n~:_'. ...
here are a few things that
truly define a major university. '
Enrpllment is big, and with
44,000 students, UCF has that
covered. A gorgeous campus
with well-kept facilities, new
buildings and schools popping
up what seems like every other
day is pretty clutch, and UCF
certainly has that covered.
Tirrow in excellent faculty and
one ofthe·most revered university presidents in the nation, and
UCF is nmnihg the right pace to
becmp.e an academic 'p owerhouse and standard for state universities across the nation.
But three things remain that
UCF has needed for quite some
time: a football stadium, a medical school and a law school. It
will likely take an act of God to
~ stop a football stadium from
being built on qunpus, and a law
s.c hool probably won't find its
way to UCF any time soon. Lost
in
of the hoopla and hoorah
surrounding the football sta~um
has ~en .t he acceptance of a feasibility study for a medical
hool - the best and most benficial decision the trustees
ould have made.
. At last Thursday's meeting,
UCF Provost Terry Hickey told
everyone in attendance that the
state of Florida is two and a half
medical schools shy of where it
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syste~ ~d .d~eran

needs to be. Even more alarming niedicai
hosis the fact that Florida ranks 26th pitat ei:1.vi:toiinle~s-Ilioiie'. ade- ·
in the nation in physicians per
quate, this·m'edicaTschooUs
100,000 ·p eople. That should
going to l:>rlng iir nc¥¢µlousiy .:
frighten Orlando residents, as
beneficial revenues to the uni,
Florida Hospital is one of the
versity. This means better facili:busiest in the nation with more
ties, ihcrea.Se.d qualify in the . _· · · · ·
than a million patients each year. learning enviromneQ:t aIJd}he "· ·
That's more sick and injured '
s.a me national r~cogirlri9n that :·
people than any other hospital in · all Of the pig.-tinle Un,iyers~tie~ ·.
the state, and there aren't
have that UCF so desP,e'r;:ttely-'· ·
needs.
·· . .
!
enough doctors in Florida to
maintain the quality that a hospiMedical schoois in.Florida
tal of this stature requires. With
currently employ a'.cot,IWined
this shortage only getting worse
total of2.7 miUion people ,with.
as time progresses, it's good to
an average ~al.fily of $981~00 -:-see that the leadership guiding
nUll).bers that will obviously ..
UCF stepped up to the big boy
increase witji the new program
table and made the decision to
here. Florida's medical schools
create a medical school here. It's
provide $11 bJllib.t;:i,in:!eveP,ue.t<;>
especially good to see the brass
the state, but .eqUailY impressive .
are the eight-figure·nii.inbers.that
making this call considering the
feasibility study reported that
the medical scboqls proVid~ for . ,
.
out of the 35 largest metropolitan their universities. ·., · · ·
areas in the nation, Orlando is .
Numl:>erS aie one thing, but
the oilly one without a medical
nothing beats e(?iriin.oq sense. .
school.
This was a flat-out.brilliant move
Not only will a medical
by ucF Ptesici~nt John Hitt, ·and
school help ,i mprove the fact that more than anything it' shoUld
Florida ranks 4lst in the nation
pr~ve to.protes~ers..~d .~etrac
in medical s.c hoolgraduates, but
tors of the t,iniver8~ty's Mru?t~ .:
.it will also help put more native
Pl.ari that things are bejng done·:
Floridians in local hospitals,
at UCF·to not only henefit th~ · "
something that the state absurdstudent& and ~e cai;t}p~-Qilt the
ly lacks. Currently, 80 percent to
con,nntinicy in.generi:\l.:. _,· ...:· .. .
90 percent Of new physicians in
Anyone. ~t 'dqesn't under:..
Florida are imported from out of st<ihd that might n~ed to have his
state.
·
head ch~cked out .fle'll just have
Aside from making our state's to wai! a :While for a doctor.
..;
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krainian President Viktor
Yushchenko addressed
the U.S. Congress yesterday, asking for financial support
from the American government
in order to preserve and help
build what he called "a civil society'' that is growing within the
former Soviet nation..
For YushcheDko to make this
kind of request is both gutsy and
full of questionable faith. .The
new :i,,resident is certainly a
courageous man. He has sur. vived an assassination attempt
and scoffed in the face of death ·
· threats, as he rallied his country's ·
citizens against former Ukrainian
leader Leonid Kuchma.
Yushchenko claims the former
leader's party poisoned him during last year's campaign for electi9n, leavfug his face disfigured.
Yushchenko has been praised
worldwide, particularly at yesterdaY,s session, for his courage
against the communist regime
and his dedication to giving the
Ukrainian public the chance to ·
democratically elect a new
leader,
Despite the triumphs and
bravery of its new president, the
Ukraine realistically offers nothing to the United States to
deserve any kind of financial
consideration. There's been no
love lost in the past, but the bottom line is that it is not America's responsibility to ban out
every little country that thinks it
can,put a history of crimes
against humanity behind.
The relationship between the
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· dation, travel many months out of the year in
. cratjlped. trailers or train car:s and cm;i. never
Over the last few qe~des, Pope John :Paul · ,fully live ·as they.- woUld in the wild. The
II has maae a huge.impact bri people all over ~
the world As the head of the Catholic
· · .· U~DA,has cited Shrine G.ircus ·exhibitors for
.·failure to pr ovide veter4iatY care, adequate
Church, he traveled all around i:he world pro-·:
:shelter from.the.elements, nutritious food and
rooting peace and tolerance. He was a role
cie'a n water, as well'as failuu~ to handle animodel, not only to Catholics, but to people.of
~ in ,i~er that prevents 't.:ai.ll..n a and
other faiths, as he emqodied qualities of a.
·
hai.m
~d ~nsures publiG safety. .A:riimals used
· uniter who fought communism and global ..
_by;Sln;ineCircus haye caused deaths and
oppression.
·
... 'illjucles: . .
It is known that Christianity has had
. ·yve are calling on Pres~dent John Hitt to
strained relations with the Jewish people due
inln;ie~tely adopt an animal-free ·~ircus polito centuries of persecution and anti-SemitiSm.
cy.on crop.pus.and are urging others to do so,
However, as a modem leader of the Christian
~ w~ll.. These are wild animals capable of
· people, the Pope came out against past'intol· .Q.oing lots ofharm once they l;laye just had .
erance in a unique way. He broke the ag~old .
. S!neugh. and by having this circ;us·on campus·
silence about past petsecution and looked fo
·he is putting others at risk We won~t stop
the future with a new voice; Such public con..until he does!' .
demnation will continue to help bridge gaps, ·.
·. ·For more iilformatiotli ·visit "Www.arff.org.
as Jews and Chra,tians all over the world
- CARLA WILSON
w ork together to improve.relations. ·
CENTRAL RORIOA CQORDINATOR
On~ SU.ch.way of working together on·
. ,. ..
ANIMAL RIGHTSFOUNDATIONOFFLORIDA
campus is tl).e upcoming Aprll 19 Trilogue
..
.. ·
sponso~d by Hillel@U,CF, Campus Cnis~de :
1~·ck" ·A
t · · ..
for Christ and the Muslim Student Assoc;ia· ~
~~
tion. The Popi:! not only spoke, but acted,
This April marks the 30th anniversary of
shown when he visited the Western Wall in . .
fall of Saigon 'o n April 3,0, ~975, signalling
Jerus~em in 2000. Such f'l move was powerful ~. ~e eJ:?.d of the Vietp.am Y'1_ar and the beginfor him and also for ¢.e Jev.i.sh .people, a5 he . run~ .pf ~e· e:mdus of millions of the Vietprayed for forgiven~ss of past oppression . . -. ' ~ese. se~kbig d~mocracy :a;nd freed.o m ·
against the Jews. In ~era where violence <µid ··. ffum the CO!llffi~t oppr~ss1on of the North.·
oppression run rampant throughout.parts·of . · ~y 9f thos~ Vietnamese refugees ·escaped
the world; Pope John Paul advocated for · · · by nsking their lives on small crow ded boats
peace and tolerance. His message of peace· :.'. '. in ho~~s that they would be.able to land at a
still serV'es as ah example for people of.all , : 'refugee t3lllp or some other safe haven
faiths.
.
·
·
.
· before.being attacked by pirates, monsoons or
In this sad time, the Jewish community at . , starvation. .
·.
.
UCF shares in mourning his loss.
· ' fyiy mot;her was a Vi~tnamese boat refugee
·
_NOAH SAPOSNIK . who s~Mal
· ·veq.·~e 'seha journhey to. a rde!t-1gee
•
HILLEL@UCF camp m . . aysia w ere s e ~te ior spon,
spiship to the'Ur\ited· States. Many who left
t
1"1!- · ·
Vietnam left th~ir entire lives behh1.d to
agams ·. unue vll CUS ·
~~~pe from thecommunist re-edu<;ation.
Onee again the ablise and neglect of the
· camps and the pqverty that comes from living
· Shrine Circus will be ·c enter ring at the UCF
· a· repress\ve
".· · ·soc1e
· ty..
· . ,. ··
.m
Arena, and once again for the eighth ye:µ- in a .. Many who escaped sought freedom in
· row Animal Rights Foundation of Florida
~erica, and also came to Orlando having lit. (ARFF) will be protesting every show. Our
tl~ ~th the;m
. eXcept a few dollars and a heart
·mission? To educate cireus-goerS, of course..
Circus animalS perf~ out of fear and intimiPLEASE SEE READERVIEWS ON A1 2

._·
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Ukraine's past government and
and everything:i s.goii?S ~o be'
the Unites States has been
fine.
·' . -. . .. · -'. · "" . .'
The United States has,no
abysmal, both throughout the
business helpipg tlie Ukraine. ·
Cold War as well as in the years
since its end. The Ukrainian gov- with anything; and the! .onceerninent has long embraced
coniniurust co~ffy really has no
socialist ideals, and that never
place askirig.the .Americ;ari gov-.
stopped even after the fall of
ernm.eQt, for a <lil'A~· :President ·. ·
communism:
Ge6rge W. Bush is often criti- ·
In all fairness, Yushchenko is
cized· for ~. mishandling of.for-·.
the new face of democracy and
eign policy ~ues, but if he .·
idealistic goodwill to all nations. . kno:w~ what~s gooq fo~ him be':ll
Witii his candidacy backed by
stay far aW3.y from this µiatter,
the United States, he is solely
and he~ll .t ell Vice:PJ:esideni Dick
responsible for. what should be
Cheney,·'"'.'hO·wore· ~'oiaitge ti~
the beginning of btjghter times
at yesterday's Coilgress·sessioil
in support:ofYJ,1Shchenko!s . .
in such a bleak and miserable
war-tom country. But this cry for "Orange R.ev.Oh.ttion" .bOoting the
international goodwill can either
Kremlin-backed gov.erinnent · :
be labeled as too little, too late or from pmyer, to,~e.P his 4lstance
as well. · . . ·
··: · · . · ·
· as another foreign reiations ploy
by Washington bureaucrats try. It's diched Whe,n.politic:al.criting to take the nation's attention
ics say tha:t ,t he ;pfesident :µeeds . · ·
away from the current disastrous to concentrate on inattet&on·the
installation of democracy in Iraq. . home front':and staY- put of cer-·
Either way, is there really a
tain foreign affairs.·Vietnam is an . ·
purpose behind financially aidexample· of a fo:rei~ sitiiatjon · .
ing a couney like the Ukraine?
that.Aineiici had. :p_o'~~·
Wh_at good will it do for the
and while"under coi;np_l~~ely i;lif- .
United States in the long run?
ferent cira.imstance~: ·t;he ..... :. ..
Okrafue no different? .:... · ,
Better yet, what good will it do .
6n top of the fu.la:ncial ~fi.an(i.., .. ,
the United States at all?
,
Yushchenko says that he is
©ut, Yushche~o: ha5 alsQ ~eii :.
seeking "a thaw in the frosty
for Ainerica'.s.aid in ha;ving post- ·
Cold Wcµ--era. $anci;io11$ lift'¢d · ' · ··
relations of the past" as well as
new atmosphere of trust, frankthat would allow the cptm:hyto :
ness and partnership." It's really
openly trade With the U)i,ited .
States. .
. " : · .:· ~ .- · .· · ·
something when these so-called
leaders of democratic change
That's.fine.' Open trai;ling With ·
the Ukl-aine again. Let Uk;ra.ini- :
take charge of countries that
have been ravaged by corruption, ans earn somet4iI}g,before they
. scandal and poverty for decades
·come asking for'money. There 'is
and merely assume that a hand- · notlllng that canjlistify Bush'giv- :
out from America is on the way,
$it c01mtfy
cent . '.
. a single ·reef
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1he Futureencourages comments from readers. Letters to the. ~ditoi should no,t exceed300wordsand must include •
full name and.phone number. We may edit for. length, grammar, styleand'libel. Send.letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,
su.bmittllem online iitwww.UCFnews.com or faxthe01 to 407-447-4556.0u.estio~s? Call 407-823-6397 {UCF-NEWS).
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"I drive a crappy car, so no one really
has the motivation to steal it."
.

JOSHW!AVER

LAUREN WILSON .

.

C.riminal
justice ·
. '•·

'Tm keeping my car.as messyas
possible.1'
"

Marketing
. I

"I have a car alarm, plus there are
millicms of cops on campus." ·
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Computer engineering

.Crim.inaljustice

"Idon't .keep anytNng thati~ of value
/· visible in my ca(
:· '

"Ijust' lock my carand put the alarm

on."

..

I·
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LISA DI VITO
Elementary education

"Idrive an'89.1would reallyrather have
it stoienso I'd get the insurance money.'i

..

To whom it may concern:
·Apology for racial comments

COMMENTARY
NATHAN POEKERT
<t

StaffWriter

·~ Being a journalist is an
empowering position. While
one is supposed to remain
<Unbiased in his or her positions when covering news
_(though we ultimately fail),
paving an opinion or editorial
is where we are allowed to
speak our mind.
Last week I might have
~bused that privilege.
In
my
commentary,
["Usted Habla Espanol? You
may need to soon," March 31]
I attempted to write a satire
on the number of illegal
immigrants who occupy our
country. While the point of
my article was to bring a
humorous perspective, the
way it was perceived by some
was no laughing matter.
Thursday ended up being

an interesting day for me. I
spoke to members of the Hispanic
community
who
claimed that many were outraged by the article. !'contemplated skipping class to grab
every edition of the Future so
nobody else could read it.
I had to really analyze
what was written and came to
the conclusion that part of
being a journalist is that you
are going to offend people no
matter what you write.
Upon hearing how many
students were upset, I immediately began trying to put out
the fire I had started. I emailed apologies and made
phone calls to explain and
even contemplated quitting
my job as a writer.
·
I also, however, received
many e-mails from people I
didn't know who agreed with
the context of the article and
thanked me for writing it.
I read e-mails from some
students who were upset at
the article and who took it
upon themselves to try to
educate me about Hispanic
culture. I would like to thank
them for taking time to do
that.
I was concerned about the
e-mails I received from some

students who told me that I
deserve to die for being a
racist, closed-minded (insert
any four-letter expletive
here).
I know that I'm not racist.
You know those movies that
have groups of white friends
and only one friend who's a
minority? That's me.
· This doesn't change the
fact that I know I upset some
people. I know I did. But I had
to look at it from a new perspective. I upset many people
with my article on Terri Schiavo, the same with my commentary on President George
W.Bush.
I don't apologize for having an opinion on illegal
immigrants. But I do apolo.,
gize to anyone who was
offended by what was printed. In retrospect, I probably
shouldn't have written it at all.
I wrote it ~informed and
uneducated.
Two corrections should be
made regarding the article.
First, I do know that there are
more than just illegal immigrants who are Hispanic. Sec- ·
ond, Puerto Rico actually
contributes more money to
our economy than we send
them.
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full of dreams. Since then, a very
unique Vietnamese-American
community has grown here, successful and happy to live in a
land free of oppression and free
to accomplish our dreams.
We've had occupations in almost
every walk of life in America and
in our own way contributed to
the tapestry that makes up the
great American patchwork.Jn
America, we've found a new
home for the one that we lost
across the seas.
The Vietnam War has left the
histories of two nations forever
intertwined I encourage everyone this month, called Black
April in our community, to learn
more about the Vietnamese. American culture, and empower
themselves with knowledge.
At 4:30 p.m. this Wednesday
at the UCF Baroara Ymg Center,
the Vietnamese American Student Association at UCF wishes
to thank and remember those
who have fought so valiantly to
defend freedom in our homeland There will be a candlelight
vigil and guest speakers from the
community about the Vietnam
War and the Vietnamese-American experience. We will also be
serving some traditional Vietnamese food
'
-RICKY LY

PRESIDENT
VIETNAMESE-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION

WE LOVE
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WORKING FOR
UPS &YOU
WILL TOO!
UPS really came through for us. Tiley.provide money for our education,
plus great pay, a schedule that fits our lifestyle and other benefits.

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady Part-Time jobs
Up to $2,000 Tuition Reimbursement•
$8.50 - $9.50/hour • Weekends & Holidays Off
Company Paid Healthcare Insurance After 90 Days**
Opportunities a(e available at the following UPS facilities:

UPS ORLANDO FACILITY

UPS LONGWOOD FACILITY

8901 Atlantic Avenue
Orlando, FL 32824

1050 Bennett Drive
Longwood, FL 32750

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

4:00AM - 9:00AM
S:OOPM - 10:00PM
1O:OOPM - 3:00AM

4:00AM - 9:00AM
S:OOPM - 10:00PM

...

•
To apply online, visit:
www.upsjobs.com

*Tuition Reimbursement available at Orlando facility only.
Program guidelines apply
uExcluding seasonal hiring period
of October 1st - December 31st.

(

<.
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'Friday

Master's Degree in Mental
HealthCounseling

.

"'First C[ass 'Friday's"
I.
'UC'F "'U Can't 'Finish" (§iant 'lvlartini)
'lvlartini SyeciaCs

Master's Degree in School
Guidance and Counseling
Spedalist Degree in School Psychology

"~6so{ut Saturday's featuring 'Dj 'D:E'KS
~6so{ut Vodka 'Drink SyeciaCs &'

• convenient course format tailored
for the working professional.
• small class sizes
• 30 years of experience delivering quality
psychology degrees in Florida
·
• applications now being accepted

V'lP tBottfe SyeciaCs

P-vercfay 'Drink ~eciaCs*
$1.00 Domes' c Drafts
$3.50 Jager .B mhs & Cherry Bombs
'Not a.vail!lhle during spec!al prolllOllO!lS

2lcross tlie S,treeifrom t!U 1J,CfF c. "!fus
in t e 1.Lnivers(ty ShOffeS • 122$; ~ niversity 13fvd.
'Fo'P vfub itfo k 1l'JP reserva;tio :-'( 407) 273-C.£/U'.B (2582)
1Do Or 'Dye Safon. C?./fa:fa{ :etfonefcfu6 '}j-3 (407) 658-2121

•}

...
.;.

(813) 258-7409

~

E-mail:

mba@ut.edu

"

Web site: mba.ut.edu

~

JOHN H. SYKES

COLLEGE

~~~~-OF~~~~-

BUSINESS
THE UNlVERSiTY OF TAMPA

Full-lime.Day Program - get your degree in 16to 24 months
• Graduate assistantships available for qualified full-time MBA candidates ' tuition waiver and $1500 stipend each semester
.•Tuition advantage for out-of-state and international students
~ Seven specialized concentrations - Accounting, Finance, .
Entrepreneurship, Information Systems Management,
International Business, Management,' and Marketing
• Personal attention from faculty and staff
~Ac.credited by AACSB International
John H. Sykes ~allege of Business ~ 401

...

The Uniwrsity Of

TAMP A

vg. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, WL 33606-1490

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
1SO
175
200
22S
250
275
300
325
350

"

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
for Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

"'I

Now Hiring Recreatio n Attendants
and Pool Attendants. No exp
necessary. Need FT/PT and
seasonal. Competitive pay with end
of summer bonus. Also hiring
certified lifeguards. Call Lisa at
321 -443-1775 for Interview.

1)

..

Now Hiring Silver Mine Subs
FT/PT delivery drivers
positions on day or night shifts avail.
Great team work environment. Apply at
12219 University Blvd in University
shops or call 407-619-1194
CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience whlle
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed f or Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more In
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
onllne at www.pineforestcamp.com
Experienced Veterinary Technician I
Caregiver Needed
Also PT Kennel Attendant needed.
Pet Hospital In Oviedo area. Team
player wanted. Flex hours. Apply lit
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo.
407-366-7323.
Kelly Services is currently hiring
Customer Service Reps for part-time
positions at Clngular Wireless's UCF
Area
Cali Center. Must Have a HS
Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible
to work between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnlgnt, 7 days a week.
• $1 0.00/hour
• UCF area Location
- AM & PM Shifts Available
• Part-Time Schedules
• Paid Tralnjng Provided
Call or visit' www.keliyservlces.com
(407)648-9408
HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bua Driver
(407) 366·2100

'II

'

375
400
500
525

For Sale: Pets

Services
Events
Events: Greek Ute

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

SSO Events: UCF

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600
700
800
900
999

3361 Rouse Road #200

Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thµrs . issue .

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEx, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Pedicab Drivers
FT/PT make great cash of
$400-$1000/wk cash. Make your own
hours. Get in great shape. Work in
orlando's downtown nightclub district.
Call 407-423-2099 24n
Two Men and a Truck is looking for.
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
axe. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between .
Conway and Orange Ave.
Personal assistant/Nanny for schoolaged children. PT/FT, Flex schedule.
Must have reliable car. Live-out only,
Winter Park area, Exp. only. $10/hr. Must
give 1 YR. commitment. Contact
407-925-5218 or swimpark@aol.com.

Willing to Educate

Veterinary Kennel Ward Attendant PT
A high-quality veterinary hospital In
East Orlando is seeking a hlghly
motivated, pet oriented ward
attendant. Training provided. Please
contact Isabel at 407-447-9444.

Easter Seals Camp Challenge
Openings for residential camp
counselors, lifeguards, and ropes course
instructors. Salary, plus room/board .
Change your life by working at a summer
camp for adults and children with
disabilities. Located in Central Florida.
May 29th - July 15th
352-383·4711 , ext. 312
camp @fl.easterseals.com
www.campchallengefl.com

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneytorsurveys.com

HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs.
Will work around school schedule. Must
be fun, honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train.
Call(407) 903-1633 11 AM - 9PM
Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice In
East Orlando Is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant . Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact Isabel at
407-447·9444.
Delivery drivers, exp. servers wanted.
Wages plus tips. Celi phone, drivers
license and insurance a must.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)
Legal Assistant, Post Closer,
Warehouser needed full·tlme fo·r
busy law firm real estate dept In
Oviedo. Fax 407-977-1976.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

FULTON•s (RAB HOUSE
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB & WOLFGANG PUCI< (AFE

Permanent PT positions
at Winter ~ark Office.
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as your sched.
changes. Starting $7-7.SO
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

Levy Restaurants, one of th e natio n's p rem ier d in ing leaders , Is
seeking enth usiastic & dedicated indivrd uats to joi n our team!

ALL Locar10N~ ARE Now H1a1Nfii
Seriers • Host Staff • Cashiers
Dishwashers • Line/Prep Cooks

ALL l.QCATISU.li ARE 6Lli2 '§IKING i
RECEIVERS ·
Qualified cam;l ldates w ilt have Inventory and
Invoicing knowledge and basic com puter skills.

Call Donna at
407-671-7143

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!
Apply in person dally, from 2pm-4pm
at one of the above restaurants.
Located at Downtown Disney, l-4, exit 68.

donating plasma regularly

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Locill rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo,WinterSprings, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Needed for evaluat ions of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339

MARKET RESEARCH

Become part of the Levy Team at•••

E8rn up to $170/mo.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

Entry level position w/ established
Mortgage Co. Hiring loan originators
full/part-time. Sales/customer service
exp. pr.eferred. Leads provided, great $$
, potential. Fax resume 407-826-0451

Highly motivated individual
for rewarding career in
financial services.
407-657-9572.

''"'

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
pu~lished twice-weekly.

RECEPTIONIST PT/FT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando Is seeking a highly
motivated, people-oriented
receptionist. Salary commensurate
with experience; we also offer
excellent benefits. Please contact
Isabel at 407-447-9444.

HOME REMODELING COMPANY
Now hiring: labor/driver
electricians
plumbers
trucks or trailer a plus.
Must have tools/license not req.
Contact Alex@ 407•592-8514

www.LEVYRESTAURANTS.COM

(entnf '1orilla 3'utm
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GET

5 MOTIVATED PEOPL E NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500·$5,000 PT/FT
866·355·5476
thenaturalllfesty le.com
Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and Intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679·1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com
Financial Services Wholesaler In Oviedo
seeks PT/FT office assistant. Must have
good telephone skills. Prefer
accounting/finance coursework or
•
experience. 407·706·0341
Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5·year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Cali 407·599·7127

1-llRI~D

TODAY!

'

$8.00 - $15.00/Hr
100 Openings
Weekly Paychecks
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available!
Two Locations
Orlando 407-243-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700

WORK IN CANCUN
NOW HIRING
SUMMER STAFF
SALES REPS
877-725-0705
EXT. 903
HELP WANTED
Get paid to drive nice cars!
Locations In Wtr Pk & Orlando.
Flex hours, FT/PT Seasonal avall.
(407) 616·3296
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktlme, area, days of choice, PT/ FT
avail . $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req .
Abbey's 407·266·4421
SUMMER POSIT IONS NOW AVAILABLE
The City of Winter Garden Rec. Dept. is
now accepting applications for Summer
Staff. Positions include Day Camp
Counselors, Day Camp Director, Art
Instructor, Swim Instructors, and
Lifeguards. Please pick up an application
at City Hall (251 W. Plant St.), at the
Recreation Office (1 Surprise Dr.) or at
http://www.cwgdn.com
For more Info, please call 407·656·4155

Swim Instructor
Positions Available for City of Kissimmee
award winning Aq uatic Center. PIT
position responsible for teaching swim
classes to children. Weekends off.
$12/hr American Red Cross WSI
required . Call 407·870·POOL or visit
www.klsslmmeeparksandrec.com.
$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Weklva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8·14. Ali Room & Board Included.
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net
UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX THEATRES
PT/FT service staff pos. avail.
Previous retail exp. pref. Flex. work
schedule. Competitive salary and
benefits package. Must have superior
cash handling and customer service
skills. (I.e . Snack bar or cafe sales,
Ticket sales and usher.) Depending on
status, benefits may Include Universal
park admission, free movies, sales
commission, vacation, 401K, tuition
reimbursement and more. Inquire after 6
P.M . at Theatre : 6000 Universal Blvd. At
Universal Studios City Walk or call
407-354-3374 to speak with a Manager.
Internet inquiries should be directed to
(latlceuniv@aol.com) E.O.E.
UNFAIR PAY?
PDS is paying self-motivated reps to find
people with hurricane damage. Up to $20
a person you can document.
CALL FOR DETAILS 407-812-1887

PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Small business entrepreneur needs
help! I am looking for fun, creative asst.
for light clerical & office duties. PT & very
flex daytime hrs avail. Duties include
filing, typing, answering phones, &
errands. Email Gina @
WanderingRootsFL@ aol.com

When You Donate Plasma You .
Help Create Life Saving Therapies for:
Newborns and their mothers
Children and adults with hemophilia
Burn, shock, and trauma victims
Vaccine developments
Surgical patients - Hepatitis patients
Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients
lmmunedeficient children and adults
Research and development in medical testing

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com

321-235-9100

No Nights or Weekends!

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Cleani ng Co. has Immediate
openings. $8-101hr. Flex schedule.
Wkly pay. Mthly bonus. Dependable,
hard-working: A MUST!
For app: HRcleanlng@earthllnk.net
407-474-0410 or 407-739-3036

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

Appointment Setters $8 • $1 O per hour
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours.
•
407-736-8395.

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & ~everage:
Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
•Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security
Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 328 19
Or Call Melissa @ 407-354-2085

Summer Jobs
• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room arid Board Included

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer CampCounselorsages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext.250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

April 7, 2005 • (euttaf :Jlorlba "1tim
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mi FOR RENT:

l

~Homes

Tutors Needed? Orlando Youth
Enrichment Program is looking for tutors
to provide in-home tutoring services to
Central Florida's kindergarten - 12th
grade students. Earn $10-$20/hr. Please
visit our website @ www.oyep.net to
register as an OYEP Tutor. You must
have reliable transportation.
Are you looking for a Part-time job?
Looking to make some extra income?
Independent Contractor opportunities
Orlando and surrounding areas.
Must use own vehicle, Pass Drug and
Background checks, Clean MVR
1-877-973-7447

R

4.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

3 Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms.
Brand New Townhouse in a gated
community. Bright, spacious,
1700sq ft. All new appliances,
huge closets, 1 car garage.
Monthly Rent: $1500 plus utilities

Animal lover needed to demonstrate
premium pet food on weeke·n ds.
Must be neat, sales driven, and have
reliable transportation. 4 hrs/day,_
$11/hr. Leave message,
800-939-7387 ext. 330.
TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
no"w 407-599-7127.

and call 407-736-8539 to schedule an
appointment

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
Appointment Setter Wanted
No exp necessary, $10/hr + bonus.
Day and evening shifts avail. Flexible
hours, minutes from UCF area.
Great opportunity, new company.
Call 407-657-2691 ask for Joel or
fax resume 407-657-8148.
www.wallcoat.com
PT RUNNER
Needed for downtown_law firm. Must
have transportation and be reliable.
407-425-0234

LAB ASSISTANT
Part-time position maintaining supplies
and equipment in bio-labs. Individual
pursuing science degree preferred.
Research Parkway, up to $10/hour.
Contact: dmoe@vaxdesign.com
TELEMARKETING SALES
Easy energy and gas programs.
Hourly plus commission. 5 miles
from campus. Mon-Fri, 9-4:30 shift.
Sat optional, 10-3. 407-618-3000
Child care needed for Saturday nights
(6-12) and occasional other evenings
for 7-year-old boy. Must have
references and live near downtown.
Call Jim @ 407-748-3717.

Kate O'Brien's Hiring Servers
Apply within. Downtown Orlando.
42 West Central Blvd.
Call 407-648-4814.

Interested Candidates should email your
resume to
mnieman@mentor4.com
or
www.thingamajob.com

Tutor wanted urgently
for BSC 2011.
3 times per week.
ASAP. $10/hr.
Call Zeth @ 407-489-2037
SALES-Earn a retirement benefit while
you are still in collegel Work part-time
1-2 years.Create an income that can last
a lifetime. Call Humitech of Orlando
407-758-0555

Outback Steakhouse on Red Bug and
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for cooks,
dishwashers, busboys, hostess, and exp.
servers only. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m
· or Call for appt. 407-699-0900.
INSIDE ADVERTISING SALES
Highly motivated inside sales rep needed.
Bus. to bus. sales only. M-F, 9-5.
Hourly plus comm. 436/Lake Underhill.
Fax resume to Academy Publishing
407-736-0111 .

For more information, call Belinda

(561) 445-3482
Avalon/UCF Area. Just reduced. Almost
new 3/2 town home w/ :? car garage.
Very spacious, great 2menities.
Call 407-275-9595
Legacy Real Estate Group Inc.
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.
4 BEDROOM IN NICE SUBDIVISION
Avail April 1st for-responsible
females. Normally $475/mo. If
rented immedlately, $375/mo for
April-July. Incl all util, appliances,
w/d, and cominunity pool. Huge 6bedroom house also avall July 1st.
913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com.
For Rent Oviedo/The Sanctuary. Brand
new home 3bd & den, 2.5 bath, screened
patio, beautiful upgrades, never been
lived in. $1850/mo Era SunFlorida Realty
Call 407-365-8888
Ashington Park 5 min to UCF
2 homes. Both 312/2 family rm, new
paint, ceiling fans, all appliances
including w/d, built-in microwave,
lawn maintenance. One with
hardwood and tile floor, fireplace,
back facing pond - $1275. Other
with screen porch facing pond$1200 call 407-5613-7608
SAVE MONEY: No need to buy gas or a
parking pass when you bike/walk from
UCF to your spacious 3 bed/1 .5 bath in
beautiful Bonneville. Garden in your
backyard. $850/mo 386-795-1561
2 BD/ 2 Full Baths Chancellor's Row
Town Home, End Unit, Assigned Parking,
Tile throughout. Washer/Dryer & Water
Included. 2 mi from UCF. Access Pool &
Tennis. Call Steve @407-488-9656.

UCF AREA HOUSE
UCF Summertield 3/2/2 1400 sq. ft.
2955 Talladega $1200.
Sanford- 3/2/1 1100 sq. ft.
950 Crows Bluff $1000.
Altamonte Springs- 3/2/car port, pool
1125 sq. ft. 706 Beverly Ave. $1100.
No Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com

Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622
Available August.
312 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

l

~ FOR RENT:
~ Apartments
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
. Fully Furnished!
Call Ana@ 407-281-3708.
Available May 2005
Upstairs studio in Avalon Park.
New unit in_nice neighborhood.
Perteet for a student who wants peace
and quiet. $500/mo. Utilities & Cable
included. Call: 407-273-4474.
Summer rental, rm for rent 4/2
apt, female only, Northgate Lakes,
McCulloch Rd, 1/4 mile from UCF,
$399 mo incl all utilities, internet,
cable, washer/dryer, contact
ucf_chick@hotmail.com or
407-517-8331.

1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4
$495/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable .
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.
•••FIRST MONTH FREE...
Lease April-July. N/S F for furn Pegasus
Landing 3/3. Reduced $495/mo incl all
util and shuttle. No move-in f~esl
772-778-0552 or 772-287-1983
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 4/4 APT.
for sublease may-july or any portion
of that time. All utilities/wireless
internet incl. 407-595-7554 or
kristapeckyno@yahoo.com

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

•

F N/S Roommate needed for 212 apt.
Own huge room and private bathroom
$550/month. Includes Cable, Road
Runner, phone, & electric.
Available 6/1. Call Jackie 407-678-6967

•

2-4 Female Roommates. 4/2 Home. in
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Fully furnished except bdrms.
$425-550/mo. includes utils, W/D, DSL,
Cable & phone. No lease reqd.
407-830-8775

4 bd/3.5 baths Avalon Park Town Home
2 Full Kitch.ens, 2 Full Laundries, 2 Car
Garage. Granite Countertops, Hardwood
Floors. Walk to town center, across from
Gym and Pool. Call Steve 407-488-9656.

Available: ASAP
Mentor 4 and Cingular Wireless are
searching for experienced Part Time
receivables management and outbound
operators for the Research ParkwaY.
facility. Candidates need to be able io .
train 4 hour shifts Monday through Friday
for 7 weeks starting 4/25/2005. Must
have Customer Service skills, willingness
to provide great customer service in a
collections environment and a flexible
schedule.

10 MINUTES TO, UCF
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 412 furnished
house. All house privileges. Pet and
N/S. Lease Call 407-319-3751.

Two rooms now available!
Majestic 2-Story-Home
Strictly Professionals Only
6 Bdrms 3&1/2 Baths
1 Rm=Home Theater. Rms $400 and
up. Big Master $700+Util.
$70. incl. H.S.lnternet
LEON: 407-334-6658
Waterford Lakes House
Furn rm, private ba. Many
amenities. $550/mo incl util, w/d,
house privileges. No lease. Only 1
other person In house. Call
321-695-6111.
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $400 + .1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805
Room for rent. 5 minutes from UCF.
Furnished house with pool, garage, and
yard. Cable & Internet included.
$425/mo + 1/4 power. Move in ASAP!
Call Brad at 407-808-8039
Roommate wanted for 3/2 house in
Oviedo. Responsible student wanted to
share spacious and well-furnished home
with two UCF graduates. Available
immediately. $400/mo incl. utils.
Call 407-617-1151.
Clean and quiet 3/2 house 5 mins to UCF!
Large kitchen, living room, dining room;
big screen TV, backyard. 1 semester
lease available. No pets/smoking. $475 +
1/2 utilities. Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129.

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
Large Fully Furnished House
5 mlns from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utils incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886
Rooms for Rent in E. Orlando Home
Couples welcome. 2/1 ba avail. $450/mo
per person. incl util. Located near UCF
No lease.1st and last month plus $100
deposit. Leave a message 407-232-1802.
UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer & fall.
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage.
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet Area. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 407-243-2630.

412 Large quiet co-ed house in a nice
neighborhood. 1mile from UCF. $4oO!mo
w/high speed Internet, premium cable,
W/D, all utils incl.Call Amy 407-739-9434

•

Female N/S roommate for 212 apt.
$515/ mo. Includes cable, electric,
internet, and W/D. Available In Aug.
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439
Female Roommate Wanted for 4/2
Spacious house in beautiful Watertord
Lakes. 15 mins from UCF. $475/mo incl
all util & high-speed Internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774

•

2 rooms in big house 5min from ucf.
Pool, Big yard, Patio w/pool table and
Bar,! Remodeled, MUST SEEi Includes
all utilities! Call : 321-662-1515
Roommate wanted, 212 condo in
Aloma/436 area, $390/Flrst!Last,
mature M or F, clean, no pets
321-663-0882, available now!

...

UCF AREA- F. roommate needed to
share luxury gated apt w/M.
Pool/fitness rm, own bath. No pets, no
drugs. I have 2 cats. $550 incl elec &
water. Contact Austin, 321- 695-9898

ROOM ON UCF SHUTTLE RT
Quiet clean furnished 312 home, DSL,
W/D share bath. Nice F and M
Roommates. No pets. Prefer n/s F or M
student. $375 mo incl all, $200
deposit. 407-971-6748 leave msg
2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300
deposit returned once lease expires.
Brand new house, 10 mins from UCF.
Must be clean. Call Lima 407-341-2416.

•

312 House 5 Min. away from UCF
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is
clean, Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets
$450/mo includes utilities + cable
Call Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg

Two Females Looking for Roommate
3/2 in Valencia Lane new apartment
$330/month + 1/3 utilities
Close to. UCF and VCC
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514
Dance the school blues away w/3 sassy
ladies in an al'.'.esome 4/2 house this fall!
Great area, 5 min. from UCF! $450/mo
includes everything! Fun-loving n/s F?
Call today! 727-409-8245

Room & Bath Avail in 2/2 Condo
Additional smaller room avail for third
person. Beautiful home, no pets.
Centrally located to UCF. $600/mo incl
util and w/d. Call 941-266-1721.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large
new 4/2 house. 10 min. from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished. Yard,
comm. pool, tennis court, gym
& security. $500 + 1/3 util.
Call Ariel (954) 610-9214.

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561 ·212-6291 .

***2 ROOMS AV~IL IN 4/2 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
Contact John at 904-669-2640.

•.
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Applications are now being accepted
for the Walt Disney World®·Resort
CentrGI Florida Hospitality Program.

Jump start your career path while getting.paid with a complete 9-month work experience
program. Applicants must be college students interested in the Hospitality Industry.
Put your classroom theory to practice in the real workplace.
Attend the presentation on April 12 and 13 at 2 p.m. or 5 p.m.
at the University of Central Florida
Rosen College of Hospitality Management, Room 107.

Disney. Where
Imagination Works.
I,
EOE • Drawi~g Creativity from Diversity • © Disney

4-6800
UCF Affiliated Housing

8J

Park Management database may be contacted in the future with information·on special offers or rental information. Entrants
must be 18 years of age or older. Valid where prohibited or restricted by law. Employees of the property Owner or college Park
management and members of their immediate families, are not eligible to win. Prize cannot be transferred, substituted or
redeemed for cash. $1,800 vacation provided in the form of a travel gift certificate distributed 10 business days from the day of
drawing. If potential winner cannot be reached within 3 calendar days from the first notification attempt, then such person
shall be disqualified and an alternate winner will be selected. College park reserves the right to use the winner's photos, name
face and likeness for promotional, market, advertising and public relations purposes. No purchase necessary. Odds of winning
depend on total amount of entries receiv~d.
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Crossword
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, g11rage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906
Roommate wanted for May for 2/2
apartment. One roommate needed.
Female, Rent $400/mo.
Call Denise @407-375-1862

•

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
Incl. 954-816-3127

275
Month of May Free!

•

..

Master bd. in Regency Park behind UCF.
Available May 12- July 31 for $350/mo.
Awesome deal!
Call Jessica@407-383-.1285

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail in 3/3. $500/mo incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Building over pool
in Pegasus connection
All util included. Available in May.
Call 386-295-2506 ·
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES?
Single bedroom avail @ CVI, May 1st August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable
Iv, and internet. FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT: mattford8@hotmail.com
Summer sublease avail. in Collegiate
Village Inn. 1 bed avail. in room. All util.
and,.rheal plan incl. Ideal for
UCFNCC/Full Sail student. $1400 value
offered at $1100. Call Rinaldo at
(407) 781-3768 or (405) 623-8599.

•

•

..

APARTMENT AVAILABLE at
Pegasus Connection. Sublease for
summer. $505/mo. Includes
utllitles, internet, no move in fees.
Call Allison @ 850-586-9460

VIiiage of Alafaya Club. $500/mo,
lncls all utlls W/D, trash service, fully
furn. Girl Only!! Great People. Cail
Kate@ 503-341-3923.

MOVE IN NOW! APRIL-FREE RENT
Sublease at The Villages at Science
Drive starting April 1stl1 bed/1 bath
4/41 W/D,Cable, Ethernet,
furnished utils. included for $520/mo.
Gym, pool, UCF bus provided, valet
trash, HUGE closet and nice viewl Girls
only. Call Ashley@ 407-761-4190

2 Rms & Bas Avail in Jefferson Lofts
Summer sublease in two-story 4/4, May
& Aug already paid for one room. Rent
incl all util and ethernet. Willing to
negotiate. Call 561-379-4850.

Sublease at Pegasus Landing in 3/3. No
move in fees, May rent !reel Eyery1hing
included, Fully furnished, $520/mo. Last
years rates locked in. Call 305-297-6966
or e-mail marien.lorenzo@gmail.com
Room Avail In Pegasus Landing 4/4
Fully furnished. Lease Aug '05-July '06.
M or F. Private bd & BA, Cable, internet,
util incl. No move-in fees. Earlier
move-in can be arranged.
Call Kevin @ 352-406-2824.
Sublease in a 2/2 at.Pegasus Landing!
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31. Perfect for
summer session. Renewal avail for
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms.
Contact David @ 813-391-3137
•••FREE RENT TIL APRIL***
Bd & ba avail now in Pegasus Landing
3/3. Oversized room. $510/mo incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call 386-316-4908.
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. .Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEESlll
Call 321-604-9029
***FREE RENT FOR APRIL***
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo Incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.

SUMMER SUBLEASE
Looking for female roommate for May
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house
located off Dean Rd. and 408.
Call Chris@ 321 -230-7173.

PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female apt. avail. beg. summer
term. 4/4. 3rd fir, great location.
Util and int. incl. W/D, $505/mo.
Savlngs:$200 off 1st mo. rent. Call
407-352-2681

Male apt. avail. May 1st -Aug. Huge pool,
Game rm., Movie theatre, Gym,
Computer lab, and Free shuttle to ucf.
414, great room mates.Only $465/mo.
Utils and high speed int. incl. No move in
fees. Sign up today. Pegasus
Connection Call Joey @ 239-225-5388

••$100 Off First Mo. Rent - No Fees••
1 room avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
$495/mo incl all util. Starts Aug 1st.
Building next to bus stop and club house.
561-676-2465 or irenegwen@yahoo.com

FIRST TWO MONTH-RENTS FREEll
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 414.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah@ 407-620-7623

Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Master bdrm in 4/4 avail May 1st for M.
Fully furnished. Rent incl util.
Call 407-489-2037
I

FREE RENT FOR MAY

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
F. needed for 1/1 in a 4/4.
All utilities included. Great Amenities.
Shuttle service. Close to Campus!
Move in May- No Fees! $400/mo
Contact Erica: (239)691-0185
Please leave msg.

READY IMMEDIATELY!!!

1

JUST WHAT U NEEDI
Sublease from May to August
$605/m included: Fully Furnished, All
Utilities, Cable, Ethernet, Reserved
Parking space. Own bd and ba.
Get to live w/ one quiet, clean female.
5 mins from UCF
Please contact Ty@ 302-383-3170

$101 Computers, TVsl
Police Seizedl From $10
For info call 1-800-749-8128 ext M383

'

Male apt. avail. May 1st -Aug. Huge pool,
Game rm., Movie theatre, Gym,
Computer lab, and Free shuttle to ucf.
4/4, great room mates.Only $465/mo.
Utils and high speed int. incl. No move in
fees. Sign up today. Pegasus
Connection Call Joey @ 239-225-5388
Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11-4pm

ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400
M or F needed for bd & ba in 4/3. Disc.
rate of $395/mo vs reg $459. Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, shuttle. Fully
furnished. 5 mins to UCF. Avail in May.
Call 321-230-3065

1st two months free.
Room for rent for male student at
Pegasus Landing. No move-in expense.
$495/mo. all util. incl. Must assume
existing lease. Call 407-332-0181.
TIVOLI APTS 1/1 in a 3/3
$400/mi, m or f, call ASAP.
Renewable tease for fall. Cable, highspeed internet, W/D incl.
Call Fabian 407-227-5875

MARCH FREE
F sublease, 1BD/1 BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah @ 321-501-1363

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection
Old renewal rate only $425/mo obol
All utll Incl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at
954-461-6939.
Sublease at Pegasus Landing!
As low as $495/mo incl util, w/d, cable,
and ethernet. May 1st - July 31st,
can be extended if desired.
Call Jessica at 727-687-4987.

1991 MAZDA NAVAJO 4X4
Black, auto, power windows, cold ale.
Rebuilt transmission. $1400.
Call Kara @ 727-488-8460
MUST SELL 1999 ISUZU AMIGO
New.tires, fuel pump, battery, tinted
windows and viper alarm. $4500
407-252-4915
Hondas from $5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
2001 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE
4-door, black w/ grey Interior, power
windows & locks. Good condition.
$7000 obo. Avail first week of May.
For more Info call 407-758-1961.
For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, 50K.
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934
or menards@mailaka.net
18 inch Chrome Rims and Tires in
perfect condition. Asking $800 obo.
Call 863-397-0550 or 407-421-3790

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

GREAT DEAL $300/MO

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Sublease now through August 3.
1 Bd/1 Ba in 2/2 unh at Jefferson Lofts.
Furnished, all utilities .
Call Lindsay@ (561)670-9619

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
•••••••www.BUYTVSNOW.COM********

DOWN
1 Stoppages
2 Strong thread
3 Detest
4 Sibyl
5 Lamentation

12

54
61

60
63

6 Follow the rules
7 Took first
8 Frills
9 Urban blight
1O Venezuelan
capital
11 "Paper Moon"
star
12 Patronage
13
Barrier Reef
19 TiC-tac-toe win
21 More equable
24 More
emotionless
27 Falsehood
28 RPM part
29 Irish Sea isle
30 Exist
31 Ace-In-the-hole
card game
33 Soprano Tebaldi
34 Fruit drink
35 In addition
37 Blushing
38 Veteran sailor
41 Rising by levels
43 Bloom and
Trevor
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45 Arid expanse
46 Convert into
charged
particles
47 .Pf the Vatican
4?tGreek letter
49 Sign of affection

MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification .
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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Scheduling Bonas
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non.sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundralser.com
Come out and meet author, David
Williams at the UCF book store on April
20th from 12-2pm for a reading and
signing of his debut release, "My Lover
My Brother My Daddy's Son".

Whoa Whoa Whoa Stop
Hey Emily, it's Pat from the cruise.
Robbie says hi to you and Shannon.
Email me at knappattak@aol.com.

Jump start your job search here!!
www.college-resumes.com

ALAFAYA CLU_B

407•482•9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
· Orlando, Florida 32817
thevillageatalafayaclub.com

'

~
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$450 Group Fundraiser

THE VILLAGE AT

see office for deta~s

c:

51 Chunks
52 Close-fitting hat
53 Geneva
populace
55 Not fooled by
56 Run into
58 Writer Grafton

Save up to $220

I
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lOOK&lEASE
·Internet coming Fall 2005
• Private bedrooms and bathrooms
• Computer center
• Large walk-in closets
·State-of-the-art fitness center
•Swimming pool with sundeck
• Basketball court
•Sand volleyball court
• Community center
• Local telephone services
• 24-hour management and maintenance staff

13

17

j

Tired of not being able to find anything,
but don't know where to start? I offer free
consultations to organize your home,
office, and all other messy needs! I also
·offer do-it-yourself instructions I So call
Monica@ 407-313-9415 or e-mail me@
Monicabon05@yahoo.com and let me
help you get on the clean and organized
path!

11

20

Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

Rm avail in Northgate 4/2. May to midAugust. $400/mo, fully furnished, incl
util, w/d, ethernet, and free shuttle.
Call Renae at 321-271-4081 or
407-971-9250.

64 Hanoi holiday
65 Curvy letters

10
14

1999 Suzuki SV 650 motorcycle, Blue
Excellent condition. Only 4,700 mill
Wife says "it goes, or I go•
Garage kept. $2,500 OBO
Call 407-221-5672

111 available in a 3/3 apt. for sublease in
Tivoli from May to July. $400/mo. W/D,
cable, appliances. Clean. M/F.
Call 321-765-1787

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees

ACROSS
1 Handgrip
6 Be in debt
9 Scrawny one
14 Actionable
writings
15 Go a few rounds
16 Stratum
17 Tessie or Miio
18 Retinue
20 Exalt
22 Bucharest's
country
23 Wllllamsof
tennis
24 _Paulo
25 Price
26 Wading birds
28 "Peter •
29 Clump32 _Grande
33 Change place
, cards
36 Knack
37 Go in again
39 Commotion
40 Neither active
nor passive
42 Actor McKellen
43 Royal role for
Liz
44 Carried out
45 Knock off track
47 Gandolfo
resident
49 Beatles hit, "And
l·Love "
50 L:chaim and
prosit
54 Romantic
56 "Mandy" singer
57 Flat-nosed
lapdog
59 Man from Mosul
60 Emissary
61 Be sorry about
62 Oxen with
humps
63 Bo,9art film, "Key
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Free tannin:~lnternet Cate, .
~Check-out&'Ge X·Box System
.
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outour:
D Community Features

D ApartmentAmenities

• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• UCF Shuttle
·Basketball Court
·Beach Volleyball Court
·Two Swimming Pools
• DVD and Video Game Rental
·Wireless Internet at the Pool
• Pet Friendly

·Townhouse Style
• Individual Alarm Systems
• Ceramic Tile Entry,
• Kitchen and Dining
·Cable TV w/3 HBOs.
• High Speed Ethernet
• Hardwood Floors
• Utilities Included

(407) 277-4007
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tec\ible Amenities

Experience
College_ Li/e

.

Individual Leases -

.with the 2 best
addresses near

UCF!
.....__

_. WELC.O ME H0ME

College Station Apartments offers the finest in student living. Our .friendly staff will take
extra care to make your busy life easier. Every detail has.been designed to help you
unwind from a hectic day of studying and classes. In your free time you can relax in the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
· looking for, come to College Station Apartments!

. HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
.

~~
!Jtm~
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FREE SHUTTLE to UCF

Service in all 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service required.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Electricity, water, sewage, cilarm,
iecurity, trash, pest control

No need ·to drive when you
can ride. Runs every ts minutes.

·~

\~W

CABLE TV with HBO
Service in cill 4 bechooms
with 6o+ channels plus a HBO's•

•
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Vote for Billy Manes for Mayor,
for a fabulous Orlando!
Ten days of film
·culture in Orlando
-PAGE 2

Eclectic axman
Marc Broussard
-PAGE 4

Time for a mature
change in ratings
-PAGE 14
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NGS
Florida
Film Fest
celebrates
14th b-day
.

.

Annual festival has plenty_
to please any movie fan
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

C

ontinuing its reputation as one of
the top 10 film festivals in the
world, the 14th annual Florida Film
Festival will commence tomorrow though
April 17 at Enzian and Regal Winter Park.
Qµiet little indie gell).s, arty foreign films,
midnight cult features, shorts, documentaries, even family films - this year's festival is once again packed with enough
variety to satisfy any cinephile;
We've gotten the chance to review several ·entries in the festival, which are
spread .throughout the Movies section
over the next two issues, though we're
merely able to scratch the sutface.
As always, if you have a lot of dough to
throw around (read: no students at UCF), ·
you can attend the Enzian opening night
party. For $45, you can see .the_ ChineseAmerican romantic comedy Saving Face
and wine and dine your heart out at the
three-hour outdoor party following it. You
never know who will show up; last year,
Troma schlock merchant Ltoyd Kaufman
made an unbilled appearance.
Among the spotlight films this year are
Palindromes (see review on page 8), the
latest experiment from suburban satirist

COURTESYTARTAN PICTURES

Oldboy is one of countless films to b~ shown atthe Florida Film Festival tomorrow though next Sunday. Hopefully ·y~u'll have a better time. than this guy.

Todd Solondz, and House of D, David ually delayed Lips' directorial effort (Think Pulp Fiction, · Run Lola Run,
Duchovny's autobiographical directorial Chrl.stmas on Mars - rather, Bradley Amelie). Since it's sure to sell out, be sure
debut. Murderball, which took home t:Wo Beesley's Fearless Freaks is a fly-on-the- - to get to the theatre way early if you want
awards at this year's Sundance Film Festi- wall documentary about the Lips that's to catch the hottest South Korean import
val, is the most buzzed-about documen- been 16 years in the making, and will sure- · probably ever in Oldboy (see review on
tary of the year, about a team of quadri_- ly dig deeper than any VH1 special would page 8). Chan Wook:-Park's brutal revenge
·plegics with armored wheelchairs who ever go. Johnny Cash: The Last Great saga has buckets of blood rivaled only by
compete ill the violent sport of "quad · American captures the legendary country the buckets· of buzz it's been getting in
rugby." One Missed Call is the latest singer frnm the '50s through the last years even the most mainstream publications.
We haven't even delved into the narrabloody creepfest from cult horror director of his life, with interviews fr.om Kris
Takashi Milke, and Kung Fy.__ Hustle is the Kristofferson, Elvis Costello.and more.
tive feature, *ort and documentary~omThe midnight movies, always a favorite . petition features, so for more on the festihysterical new feature from Stephen
Chow (Shaolin Soccer), which parodies among the college audience, include Wild val, including the schedule, ticket
Zhang Yimou swordplay ftlµls like Hero Girls Gone, the latest uproarious feature information, special guests and descripwhile being just as visually stunning as _the from the Upright Citizens Brigade troupe, tions of all films, visit www.floridafilmfesand My Big Fat Independent Movie, a tival.com. Aitd check the indie next week
films it spoofs.
Other special screenings include a David Zucker-like.spoof of the last decade for reviews of Apres Vous, Kung Fu Hustle,
Flaming Lips film. No, it's not the perpet- or so's worth of indie crossover hits Murderball and House ofD.

Tbe indie iS the Thursday arts and entertairunent section of the central Florida
Future, ihe free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida Opinions-in tbe indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of tbe indie and
may not be reprinted ill part or in whole witliout permission from the publisqer.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
FAX:407-447-4556
Co-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason
STAFF WRITERS: Joe Anderson, Brett Bonowicz, Chtis Bowers,
Elizabeth Fernandez, Mike Ferraro, Matt Hedgecock, Michael
Lawrence, Sharon Pare, Robbie Raborn, Emily Jane Scott,
Christopher Schwarz, Ricky Surillo, lvan Velez, Dianna Zisman
Corv, EDITOR: Charlie Benton, Jamison Taffe!
PRoDucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill

(eutraf 1fodba 1uture
3361 Ro~se Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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Like an unfortunate testicle in Sin
City, we've had four pages brutally

extensive coverage Of the Florida
Film Festival, so check out Happenchopped off. This condensed version ings for the preview and Movies for
of the indie has all the great (and not reviews of five movies in the festival.
so great) wisecracks, but this week
Orlando .Weekly journalist Billy
we've had to make them without Manes is running for mayor, and we
Ramblings. Also absent this week is · have full coverage of his run. It's the
Real Life for Real and the conclusion first in a series of spotlights on potenof our Best Covers Ever piece Xwe're tial mayors.
still thinking of bad ones),_so check
That was a lie. Hooray for bias ...
back next week for that.
Go Billy!
What we do have this week is
- JOHN THOMASON

(_"

HAPPENINGS
CALENDAR

HIGHLIGHTS

NIKKA COSTA
SHOWS: .

Nikka Costa is one of those "I-know-this-song!"
artists. You may have heard her a million times without
a name or face to accompany the melody. In 2001,"Like
AFeather'' was a funky, sy:ith-heavy romp known best
for its appearance in a Tommy Hilfiger ad, and today, the
title track to Everybody's Got Their Something plays as the
backdrop to commercials advertising cheesy romar.tic
comedies. Despite Costa's past as a Britney Spears
opener, (the Orlando date of her latest tour is one of only
afew not opening for Lenny Kravitz), Everybody is a
spectacular album. Blue-eyed soul and furious guitar
recall the best of Etta James and Chaka Khan, underlined
by poetic lyrics. ("Just as these~ has spent eternity at the
mercy of the moon," goes one ballad,"So have Ifor
you.")
Costa is sure to ignite The Social at 10 p.m. Tuesday.
Tickets are $15.

Sevendust, Skindred, One: Kiil Trip (hard
rock)
April 7, 7 p.m., $19-$22.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side ·
407-934-2583

The Accident Experiment, Alston (rock)
April 7, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Red Elvises (punk)
April 7, 10 p.m., $10
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

GUYS AND DOLLS AT UCF
Are you feeling the need for a night of gambling,
heartbreak? Then make sure you head
to UCF where Nathan Detroit will be betting Sky
Masterson that he can't fnake the next girl he sees fall in
love with him. No, it's not BMOC 2, its Broadway - Guys
and Dolls at the UCF Theatre. The musical tale of
gamblers and their girlfriends during the 1950s will
grace our stage from tonight through April 24. See if
Sarah Brown really is gullible enough to dat~ Sky in a
Broadway show that rivals anything the WB could
conjure. .
Admission is $8. For more information,call 407823-1SOO.
de~auchery and

·Mindi Abair ijazz)
April 7, 7 p.m., $19
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Mint Condition, Lalah Hathaway (R&B)
April 7, 7 p.m., $30-$40
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

.

The Red Chord, Bury Your Dead, tt Ufe
Once Lost, If Hope Dies (hard rock)

ID Required

April 7,5 p.m.,$10
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2S70

WEDNESDAYS

· Open Mic Night
With Ramez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUNDAY

Hawkeye, Murderbook, In Passing, Matt
Cash, DJ Paul Gellar (various)
April 7, 8 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Fish Pocket, Social Ghost, Runnin' Blind,
The Sourpuss (rode)
April 8, 9 p.m., $5
Q.rlando Island Oasis
2716 N. Fors}rth Road
407-657-6047

Gargamel!, Loss for Words, Hope and
Suicide (metal)
April 8, 10 p.m:, $5
AKA Lounge
68 E.Pine St.
407-839-3707

NoonBlue, Beneath These Words,
Without, Simplekill (rock)
April 8, 9 p.m;, $5 .
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2S70

TSOL(punk)
April 8, 8 p.m., $12
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Eye Cue, Brova Brotha, (-Style, The
Shapeshifters, Blood Bros., Urban Legacy
(hip-hop)
.April 8, 10 p.m., $8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419 .

Blues Jam. 5- 9 p.m._

Cake, Gomez, Robbers on High Street
(rock)
April 9, 7 p.m., $29.50-$065
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Demon's aaws, Skip Jenson &His Shakin'
Feet, The Hex Tremors (rock)
t
April 9, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocliet Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-64S-0069

Kid Koala, Lyrics'IJom, Heiruspecs (hiphop)

26 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-()471

407-246-1419

Damage, Inc. (metal)

April 11, 61'.m., $6
Will's Pub
18SO N. Mills Ave.
407-898-S070

April 9, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N. Forsyth Road
407-6S7-6047

Fashion Fashion &the Image Boysr The
Buttercups.(rock)
April 10, 10 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

.Peter Frampton (rock)

April 9, 9 p.m., $12-$14
The Social
S4 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

April 10,5 p.m., ffee
SS West
SSW. Church St.
407-423-9666

Milka, Social Ghost, Gotti 13 (rock)

Sonar (rock)

April 9, 9 p.m., $5-$7
· Will's Pub
.18SO N.Mills Ave. .
.407-898-S070

Huey Lewis and t~e News, Kyle
Henderson Project (rock)

April 10, 9 p.m., free
Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407-819-9904

The Rules, Saxon Shore, Watch Me
Disappear (rock)

April 9, 7 p.m., $39.95-$59.75
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

April 10,8 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
18SO N.Mills Ave.
407-898:S070 .

Skinny Mdiee and his Mayhem Makers
(rock)

Jinxed, Rory, Rookie of the Year (rock)

April 9, 10 p.m., free
Waitiki

April 10, 7 p.m., $8
The Social
S4 N. Orange Ave.

Limit Point, Slow Dance (rock)

FRIDAY
Gabriel Mountain

Southern Culture on the Skids, The
Alaskan Pirate and His Salty Seamen
(rock)
April 11,8 p.m., $13
The Social
. S4 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

10Pm-close
----No cover--SATURDAY

Heather Friedman
10pm-close

- - -·$3 cover--SMOKERS WElCOME

Todd Snider (rock)
April 13, 8 p.m., $14
The Social
S4 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

..

(At 408 & E. Coionial)

High Society Pipes &Cigars

-

.Nfine .Glass Smoking Accessories"
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
·Metal Pipes
•Sherlocks/Bubblers

•"Detoxify"Oeaners
·Scales
·Hookahs
·Water Pipes

•Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
·Incense/Pipe Cleaner
• Body Jewelry

543 S.Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 407-679-8365
10% Discount with Student ID
.

M~st be 18 to enter, JD required

'"" \

·""

')

MUSIC
'INTERVIEW~,

Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of March 27-April 2

,

New songwriter hitsthe Marc

1.Mae
Everglow

2.Beck
Guero

3.112

1,1arc Broussard emerges
~from child choir singer
to guitar aficionado

Pleasure and Pain

4. Beanie Sigel
B.Coming

S. Reggie &the Full Effect
Songs Not to Get Married To
6. Queens of the Stone Age
Lullabies to Paralyze

7. Thrice
If We Could Only See Us Now.

8. Mars-Volta
Frances the Mute

9.Jack Johnson
In Between Dreams

10. Trust Company
True Parallels
11. Copeland
In Motion

12. Smoke or Fire
Above the.City

13.Bravery
Bravery

14.Emanuel
Soundtrack to aHeadrush

. 1S.lnkwell
Chaos Reveals Rhyme

16. Bloc Party

BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

I

.n a day when musicians come from
nearly ·everywhere on the globe and
countless musical genres exist, it's
hard for ·anyone to "make it" or stand out
- from the rest. So how does one do it?
Well, perhaps by fusing various genres
into one soothing blend of music that
. nearly anyone can really enjoy.· Whether ·
planned or riot~ that formula has proven
successftil for musical sensation Marc
Broussard.
Since Broussard is only 22, one may be
tempted to say that the best days of his
career lie in his future. But the further
Broussard goes, the harder it becomes to
top previoµs achievements.
Marc already has more than 300 shows
and appearances, with The Tonight Show

with Jay Leno, Late Night with Conan
O'Brien and Jimmy Kimmel Live all under
his belt. In addition, songs from his new
CD Carencro can be heard all over the
radio and on numerous TV spots for
shows on ABC and NBC.
By offering such a unique blend of
rock, R&B, soul, folk al).d even Cajun-style
music, there are virtually no restrictions
to where Marc Broussard can go. He has
entertained fans all over, touring with
artists. like Gavin DeGraw, Willie Nelson,
Los Lonely Boys, Maroon 5 and O.A.R.

COURTESY ISLAND RECORDS

Influenced by his Hall of Fame guitarist father, Marc Broussard has realized his dream at just 22 years old.

The House of Blues even named him its
"Emerging Artist of the Month" for February.
His story begins in Louisiana, where
Broussard grew up ·s urrounded by music.
He be_gan singing at the age of 5 alongside
his father, Louisiana Hall of Fame gui-

tarist Ted Broussard. At age ll, after years
of singing in church choirs and clubs,
Marc decided it was time he picked up the
guitar himself.
"My father turned me on to it because
PLEASE SEE
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Silent Alarm

17. Kings of Leon
Aha Shake Heartbreak

18. Gratitude
Gratitude

19.ForeverChanged
Need to Feel Alive

20.John Butler Trio
Sunrise Over Sea

21.Kills
No Wow

22.0verlt
Silverstrand

23. Open Hand
You and Me

24. Academy Is
Almost Here

2S. Whole Wheat Bread
Minority Rules

It's like getting away with Murderbook
·orlando's hardcore/punk sensations reflect on their
South Florida roots and success at Battle ·of the Bands
NATALIE ZFAT
Staff Writer

T

he latest thing to hit the local alterriative
scene is Murderbook, a punk-rock-'n'roll band whose sound can't be defined
by just one genre of music.
"Our music is punk enough for the punk
kids, but hard enough for the hardcore kids,"
said drummer Mike Mosier.
Murderbook; which decided to independently proquce and distribute its first album
Red in the Water, is three months away from
its second U.S. tour. Last August, the band
packed bass · guitarist Logan Lippinco~s'
mom's minivan and heaved a U-Haul full of

equipment to Syracuse, NY., and back in a 12day, 10-show tour. This summer, the band
plans to complete a similar tour but head a little more west The reason for the jam-packed
dates? 'We like to rock on·stage," Lippincott
said '~d we're not afraid to move."
Murderbook played in last month's "Get
Out the Song;' a Battle of the Bands benefit
sponsored by the National Hemophilia Foundation at the Pegasus ·Ballroom, hosted by
MfV VJ SuChin Pak.
"SuChin said we were her favorite band!"
sfild lead singer Joey Gordon. ''It was so cool''
Among Murderbook's set list for-the event
was a cover of 'M We Need is a Miracle," by
Mike and the Mechanics.

'~t first we were nervous about doing a .
cove~' said guitarist Kevin Scully, considering

_they were only allotted a three-song limit to
give the judges a good impression of their
music. "But it worked, because we took the
song and made it into what a Murderbook
sound would be."
Murderbook, originally from the South
Florida area, says the Central Florida area is
completely different from its hometown. "Up
here, it's more relaxed, ·because its all college
· kids," Lippincott said "I thiilk in South Florida
it's more unified, because it's all high school
kids, and music is their lives:'
Despite the differences in the two scenes,
· Murdei:book says it likes being a band in the
Orlando area because of the. diversity.
"There's lots of different bands up here, and
PLEASE SEE
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HOT HOT.HEAT

Elevator

- Genre: indie rock
Label: Sire
Rel~a_se date: April 5
•.

.

Way back in ioo2, the then-obscure Hot
Hot Heat came out of Victoria, British
Columbia with ·t heir breakout Make Up
The Breakdown. Hits like "Bandages'' and
"Oh, Godamnit" propelled the record to its
current status as a classic' of modem mdie
rock. Featliririg dancey, synthy tunes, 'it
took some sound from noisy dance-punk
and mixed it with spastic, , hiccupping
vocals, power-pop ideals and catchy lyncs
for an album that was a little crazy and a lpt
of fun.
_
·
- Next came a three-year dry spell- that
ended recently with news that they'd been
signed to Sire Records for ·a major label
debut. Fans eagerly awaited its release;
hoping for more of the sheer energy from
the last album and anxious about how
rriaking the big thne might have changed
the band.
Now, tht::y've given µs Elevator. It .

-·
No one has ever accused Athens, Ga.'s
Of Montreal of being monotonous. The
ever-evolving pop outfit is one of the most
successful groups to emerge from the
once-vibrant Elephant 6 collective. And
with -the release of their newest full. length, .The Sunlandic Twins, W'.ords Jike
stagnant and dUll will have to be kept for
anotherdaY,
·
On the heals of the band's · 2004
Polyvinyl debut, the psychedelically fun
Satanic Panic iri the Attic, the band is again
changing directions, ,slightly. The Sunlandic Twins is; like its predecessor,,more
of a solo projeCt for frontman Kevin
Barnes. But it breaks away from Satanic
The Sunlandic Twins Panic·
in that it looses the lush multiGenre: indie"."pop ··instrumental melodies and replaces-them
Label: Polyvinyl with electro-:pop and synthesizer beats, ,
Release.date: April 12 uniting three decades of indie rock fans in
the process.
-

seems that people's fears of the band's experinlentation now and then.
Hardcore fans may consider Elevator a
being sanitized for popular consµmption
have come true, but luckily it's only to a sign of the band's having sold out and
small degree. In this album, the vocals are changing for popularity, but it's not as
a littleJess punky, the lyrics are a little less . much a' departtire from their hlt-malting
edgy an~ the overall sound is a little more formula as a continumg jn ·the direction
poppy afid ra,dio:.friendly. Ev~ry track they've been going since making a splash
remains upbeat and· catchy, but an over- in theTrrst place. Listen to the compilation ·
dose of that .trait which gave the band its .of pre-2002 material, Scenes One Through
popularity in the first place could actually Thi~teen: It's so noisy and spastic that it ·
be this album's downfall. When each sounds like an entirely different band. Elesong, save for one instrumental interlude, vator keeps with the trend in making
has similar beats and lyric_s, all of theni them even more accessible. This album is
start to sound the·same. If one isn't paying good enough to n(jt be a letdown for old
fans, but it has enough appeal to potenpart~cular attention to the music, he might
miss where one song has ended and the tially attract iarger audiences. The price is
other has ·begun. It's far better than buying a little destruction of their avant-garde
an album with one single and a bunch of status, but if this is music that's about to
filler tracks, but listeners could use some be popular, then call me a pop fan: It still
variety to cool down and have more of a rocks.
sense that the band is still tryil}g _s ome
,; . ·-CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ .

';

OF MONTREAL

Welcome to The Everglow by Mae.
Mae's sophomore release doesn't start off
with a rock kick to the face. Instead it starts
off as a book-on-tape introduction that
moves into a beautiful piano song. In fact,
it's almost hard to fmd something not amazing with this CD,. from the beautifully
rµelodic keyboards to the air-like plucks of
the guitars - even the booklet has great ·ar:t
It tells a story that follows each song until·
The Everglow the character reaches "The Everglow" and
·
·Genre: erilo , finds happiness.
Mae
lives
up
to
the
hype of this CD and ·
Label: Tooth and Nail
goes even further with great songs, even if
. Release date: March 29 it accidentally borrowed ~a song title ("Mis. takes We Knew We were Making" from
Straylight Run) and the lyrics "I need you
here .tonigh.t/just like ·the ocean needs the
waves" (similar to Copeland's "I need you/like the dragonfly's wings/need the ·
wind."). But overall with the unique bookon-tape story concept and amazing mus~
ciariship; this could be CiJ1 early contender
forrubumoftheyear.
-

MAE

-RICKY SURILLO

The Sunkmdic Twins is 41 minutes of like, or perhaps if Billy idol had more of a
electro-opera fun, and one need ollly look Mammas and Pappas influence he might
at the song titles to get a brief outline of have made similar music. But as it st~ds
the story that will be laid forth in. the Of Montreal continues to be a truly unique
blend of musicians who release album
album's 13 tracks., .
Although with The Sunlandic .Twins, after albtim of an advancing sound that
·Barnes has . released his most modern- · leaves the .-listener with no idea of what ·
sounding electriC .albtim, his writing has - will come next.
. .
remained the-same. Here we find the same
The Sunlcmdic Twins. sounds like nothnonsensical yet somehow intelligent lyrics ing else out .there right now; it's Queen
that trace the rise and fall of larger-than- meets Brian .Eno. ·P erhaps Barnes' own
life characters (think The .Decemberists · words best de~cribe what his band has
without the Melville ·fixation) that h~ve . ·achieved here: "The album__plays out like
· an electro-pop opera, although no
always been a staple of Of Montreal. · In the land of The Sunlandic Twins, the lorggette is required.
"Beginning buoyant and _opalescent,
scenes shift from che~ry simplicity to .foreboding to a danceable gloom and back to .. traversing a labyrinthine Neptune, ·and cli~cheery simplicity in a fluidly clear way -maxing in a blackout darkness one only
discovers in warm solitude. Oh yeah, and
that only Barnes could pull off.
If the Beatles had made pop music in you can dance to it!"
the 80s, this is what it might hav~ _sounded
-CHRIS BOWERS

WANTTO-cO-NTROL
THEINDIE?.The_in die is now looking for editors. .
E-mail.your resumes-to iridie@UCFnews.com
.. ·.
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The music world has three N.E.R.D.s le·ss
Under this new monil<er they released

Virgin 11?-anagement to
blame for N.E.RD.'s
unfortunate breakup

In Search Of ... in 2002 and.Fly Or Die last
·year. In Search Of ... actually exists in two

CURTIS MEYER
Staff Writer

P

ower trio N.E.R.D. is .officially no
more. Composeq of icqnic production duo The Neptunes (Pharrell
Williams and Chad Hugo) and high
school friend Shay (Sheldon Haley), ,the
band's self-collapse became public when
Williams was interviewed on BBC's Radio
1. "N.E.R.D. is dead," he testified, "I don't
agree with the management at {the band's
label] Virgin Records, so we're done."
Dispelling rumors of tension between
his ex-bandmates, Williams elaborated:
"Me and· Chad still do what we do in the
studio. Shay is still our best friend ... _perhaps we'll do some music for our fans and
leak it to the Internet or .something:'
"I've been very ·quiet about it for the
last two years," he further explained, "I'm
,
COURTESY N+R-0.COM
not here to slander or throw dirt, I'm just The Neptunes' Pharrell Williams, right, Chad Hugo, left, and their friend Sheldon "MC Shay" Haley have ended N.E.R.D.
not happy, so therefore N.E.R.D. is
backdrop to hits such as Jay-Z's "I Just latter two becoming national Billboard
. expired."
Wanna Love U (Give It 2 Me)" and Brit- No:lhits.
Virgin Records has yet to comment
But The Neptunes' hype dwarfed the
While N.E.R.D. gained little notoriety ney Spears' "Slave 4 u.:' The Neptunes talfrom radio, Hugo and Williams dominat- lied up four Top Five songs in their career: critical attention given to their brilliant side
ed Top 40 charts with numerous produc- · ."Milksh~e" by Kelis (No. 3), Bl,lsta project. While The Neptunes helped make
tion credits. In addition to minor classics Rhymes' "Pass The Courvoisier"( No. 2), mediocre artists sound appeaili1g (See:
like N.O.R.E.'s "Superthug," and "Got Cha Nelly's "Hot In Herre," and most recently Clipse, Justin Timberlake), N.E.R.D. allowed
Money'' for the late ODB, they crafted the "Drop It Like It's Hot" by Snoop Dogg, the them to make music for themselves.

Eclectic sound fuses rock, sOul, Cajun
i4

the road.
"I write a lot on the road when I pass
he was a big fan of the guitar," recalls through a town where people who I
Broussard about how he finally adopt- like to write with [live]. I'll stop off and
ed a guitar. And although his father can we'll spend a day or so there and I'll get
be seen playing electric guitar, Brous- to write with some friends," explains
sard admits he prefers an acoustic gui- Broussard.
tar.
In fact, songs for Carencro were lit"I never really liked an electric gui- erally written all over the U.S. in places
tar because it took too much time to g~t like L.A. and New York. But no matter
it all [set.up] with the amplifier and all," where he may be, Broussard never forBroussard said. "I like the acoustic gui- gets his love for home. After all, that's
tar a whole lot better because I could from where the album title stems.
just start playing, [and] .I like feeling the Additionally, the opening track, appro.,
vibratio~s of the guitar .on my flesh."
priately entitled "Home," further
Broussard first surfaced with his describes his yearning to return to the
independently released 2003 EP place where it all began.
Momentary Setback. Despite the title, it
As evident on his records, Broussard
did not take 'long for major record draws his unique blend of music from a
· labels to notice his potential. Island variety of artists and genres. But
Records soon signed Broussard. When despite all those influences, he credits
· it came time to begin writiri.g songs for one mail as his main influence:
his mainstream debut, he was still pre"My father is definitely my biggest
occupied with tours and shows. But influence," Broussard said. "Because
that posed no problem for Broussard, he's a badass."
who loves writing new songs while on
As for the type C?f artist he would
FROM

most like to evolve into: the artist (currently) known as Prince.
"I've seen him in concert but I've
never gotten the chance to meet him.
It' going to be danger when I see him.
[Laughing] I'm gonna make out with
him," jokes Broussard.
It is obvious Broussard is truly
enjoying himself as he continues on his
successful path. Yet, with all his success, he still remains modest when
hearing critics compare him to such
greats as Stevie Wonder and Ray
Charles.
· "That's the biggest compliment anybody can ever pay me, but. it's completely undeserving," he said.
Although he may not consider himself the next Ray Charles, Marc Broussard cannot deny the fact he's quickly
becoming a favorite among audiences
all over the nation.
And although he may currently call
Carencro home, Broussard keeps a special spot in his heart for Orlando:
"UCF, man ... I love it," he said.

versions: A pure hip-hop take available in
rare quantities overseas and a funkier
revamp with live backing by Minnesota
rockers SpyMob.
While the loss of N.E.R.D. may not be
mourned on the same level as The Smashing · Pumpkins . or Rage Against the
Machine, they nevertheless remain revolutionary. Like The Pixies blazing the trail for
Nirvana, we may never fully appreciate
their greatness until we respect those they
. will initially influence. Although not actual
rappers, N.E.R.D.'s innovations placed
them amongst OutKast and.The Roots for
the title "Best Group In Hip-Hop." But the
question remains: "Were they hip-hop?"
Thrashing guitar and punk-like drum
rhythms flirted with 'play from alternative
stations; while sexed-up R&B manifestoes
recalled the best of Prince.
A party band for thinking men,
N.E.R.D. was always for the little guy, as
implied by their name. (Their sillgle "Lapdance," contrary to popular belief, isn't
about strippers but politicians who sound
like them).
N.E.R.D. is actually an acronym for No
one Ever Really Dies, alluding to Einstein's
theory that energy · can never be
destroyed, only remolded and transformed. Perhaps that analogy provides an
appropriate eulogy.
Among free thinkers who weren't
afraid to shake their ass, they will be
missed.

Murderbook
plans extensive
West Coast tour
c
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that's cool,'' Lippincott said It's easy for Murderbook to explain what
makes. them different from other bands.
''We're serious, but we don't take ourselves
too seriously;' says Mosier.
Scully, who also does vocals, writes all of
the lyrics. "I write about anything," he says.
"I try not to write about relationships too
much. Mostly -its circumstantial s*** that
bothers me:'
Gordon says his musical influences
include Norma Jean, Thrice and The Get
Up Kids. "So pretty much our target audience is rich, deaf kids," he jokes. "But seri·ously, we just want anyone who likes good
music to be our target audience:'

Murderbook will play a Tsunami Benefit
show tonight at Back Booth with guests
H~keye and In Passing. Doors at 8 p.m

-i
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COURTESY-DIMENSION FILMS

Clive Owen's Dwight threatens to .castrate Bef!ecio Del Toro's :Jackie Boyi11 the groundbreaking bloodfest Sin City. Dwight sticks up for his women; if you think you better not mess with Brittany Murphy, just wait until you meet Rosario Dawson.
.

-

·sin ~city defmes th~- term 'instapt classic'
It's the funniest movie ever abOut dismemberffient, rape, c'annibalism and pedophilia
strong and self-assured, if Glt all merciless.
old Nancy from the wrath of a pedophile (Nick Stahl),
The setting of Basin City is a bedlam run by society's only to spend the next eight years in prison as a scapegoat
most desperate Un.derclass. Thugs, drunkards, dirty offi- at the mercy of the molester's father, an omnipotent senin City is the type of I)lOvie male teenagers sneak _cers ~d prpstitutes all·struggle to make ends-meet under ator. Out of jail, he finds 19 year-old Nancy (Jessica Alba)
.
into theaters to see and remember. foreve.r. .It's all the oppressive thumb of cr~oked politicians, religious is in love With him, but the someone else- is out for
,,.
here: Blood, boobs, guns, and brooding anti-heroes~ officials and the mob. The heroes of Sin City represent revenge.
.
·
The best things· about Sin City· are its character and
But more than a fanboy's wet dream, Sin City represents a the bottom of the food chain.
Take Marv (Mickey Rourke): A gorilla of an ex-coll, in style. Fans ofJosie & The Pussycats, The Lord of The Rings
brand new era of cinematic vision in Hollywood.
_
Thank Robert.Rodriguez, whose rebelliousness could the second of three overlapping stories, he must frnd the. or Gilmore Girls may be shocked upon seeing Rosario
make him this generation's Cecil B. .Demille or.Orson killer of.bis one-night stand (Jaime King).and avoid being Dawson as a bloo4thirsty S&M valkyrie, Elijah Wood as
-- Marv's cannibalistic antagonist or Alexis Bledel as a backWelles. When the Director's Guild forbad~ him from co- framed for her murder.
directing with Sin City's creator~ genius coniic author . - In story No. 3, Clive Owen embodies the role of 'stabbing light walker. Primacy color is sprinkled in limitFrank Miller, Rodriguez qujt. the guild, pringing along Dwight, a 19ony tough guy who .is also the shining knigh,t ed amounts throughout to highlight things such as a char" buddy Qµentm Tarantino' to appear as. a "guest director1' of bondage'"clad Gail (Rosario Dawson). She ju5t happenS act~r's glass eye or a sleek Cadillac, not to mention the:._
to be the leader of the City's only honorable lot: the hook- gallons of carnage..
.
.
for one ~cene. .
.
- .
Rodriguez and Miller's effort has been called "The
. Sin City defrnes the concept of "film as art," though · ers. After the murder of low-life Jackie ·Boy (Bellido Del
soine will argtie its content prophesizes the downfall of Toro), Dwight and company must scramble to contain the best black-and-white film since Casablanca," and that's
Western civilization. Others will decry it for its objectifi- upcoming street war that threatens to tear their citY apart. unfair (whoever said that never ·saw Schindler's List).
· Both firstly and lastly, Bruce Willis plays Hartigan, an What Sin City isr however, is nothing short of an instant
cation of females, but Miller (who also created femme
'
·
fatale Elektra fm Marvel Comics), makes his women over-the-hill cop with a heart condition who saves 11 year- stone-cold cult classic.

CURTIS MEYER -

Staff Writer
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-. you look 'atif
his characters as ' certain sUrteal quality to the film and
and that fact alone her j'olµ'lley. Solondz's ~amera here is
one_of the most dis- · ""quief and cij.sjointed, the, score is
~erican cinema. , reininiscent of Roserr(ary's Baby with
tells the sfory of ,a quiet '~La'la la''.en fue track as Aviva
old girl wh'o de?per- ·goes through one of many1p!eces of
ve a child AViva is her broken-down journey. Palin- ;
ss than six different ' dromes is broken into chapters, with
londz does 'here is each chapter being-·named after an
rto look at ho,w one iniportant name
that particul,ar
based on appearahc~ chapter.
_.,-·
.:Solondz manages to
An ·eloquent, if cold, speech by
any elemt'.nts fr0:m . Mark Wiener given late in the film· .
into one .narrative: gives Palindromes its weight In it he
y, abbrtion, ·t he _reli- describes how no matter what hap- - ·
y bC\IldS, pedophiles, .:~pens, no matter what you go through,
even Mark Wiener of you're the same, you'll always be the
c9me tp, the Dollhouse -·~- ·same:'yolfllalwaysbe.you. It'~ a crisp
moment Qf realization that fe'els a litt!e preachy but spot-on true.
. Playing at 9:46 p~m. Wednesday'pt
_Regal Winter Park. ·
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·.· Deep.Blue hits shallow shore·
The ocean doc doesn't
. go to depths it needs
to rise above average
.
~.

JOHN THOMASON ·'.

·' ·1

indie Edi(or

.

,.,

n 2003; Winged Migration proved
'
that - ah yes - there is money
to be ma,de in the natur~ docu~- mentary. .,Thus., Miramax bought
Deep Blue, ambitious and eclectic
', tapestry of marine life around the
globe, which made its debut at the
Cannes Film Festival in 2003.
But it's utj.likely DeeP. Blue will
{ m<$e quite the splash ... er, generate
~ . the waves ... er, do as successfully as
the Weinsteins are expecting. If you
think 0£ nature documentaries as
stodgy and dull, Deep J$lue will likely
do little to change your opinio:n, and
if you expect another WingedMigra-.
tion;'~you'll be disappointed. ,\Yhile
Winged was a fea:;t thati;iever Iets up

an

for a second, Deep Blue is punctuatWhat's most impressive about
ed by moments of glacial stasis that Deep Blue, though,, are its editing
are only ofoceanographical interest. schemes, which remind one more of
It's daring for the filmmakers .to, Leni Reifenstahl's montages than
spend as much ,time qn amorphous ·, your average Discoyery Channel
creatures like starfish they do on . feature. Reifenstahl's famo~ diving
cinematically glamorous mammals. sequence in Olympia seems to be
"like whales and sharks, .but the · the' benchmar~ _here; Fothergill and
reslllts aren't 'particularly exciting.
Bytt capture dolphins and penguins
· . But what Deep Blue does offer are leaping through the . air, cuttmg
' sensorial experiences of breathtak- seemingly at random to capture the
ing beauty, gorgeolisly shot and edit- , 31.most exi$tential glorifi,cation·of the
ed so that you can not only hear the leap. ,
·
waves crashing and see the marine. '
Disappoip.tingly, Michael Gamlife from radically up-close vantage ..hon's nan;ation al.lows little room for
points - you can practically taste : the facts and ' figures that made
the salt w~ter and touch the sea Winged Migration all the more stunlions' slippery backs too. Directors . , ning, i.Ilstead using J:µs voite as a reAlastair Fothergill and Andy Byatt . affirming svpplement to the emo- .
use slow-motion techniques ,fo tional pull of the _visuals. Since the
enhance,the lyrical beauty of the ani- . last 10 minutes seem to be a plea for
·mals' every move, and even stop- the continued exploration of the
motion effects for a ,b izarre musical oceans, if would have been nice to
number With a group of sandy crabs have more of a statistical reason to
(For a reference point, see Disney's care..
, Showing Saturday at noon at
silly Academy Award winner The
Living Desert).
•.
¥-egal Winter Park.
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MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

. ,"It's ~o!e unsettling, ~g 'some· one has been in your house," says Jan.
Their carefully laid schemes begin
to go.aw,ry when Peter leaves town....!and leaves his girlfriend Jule (Julia
Jentsch) under Jan's watch. The two
begin to
in love, and Jule convinces
ven e break·in·

'fan

's cenes of the leads sitting .~0und
debating about what they should do
after the kidnapping. Their indecisive
nature could be considered in character, but said scenes just run too long.
However, the film is extremely
thought-provoking and addresses topics rarely breached in A_merican filrys..
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ediocre, erotic·
ros erratic - with
•
gregious errors
ng Kar-Wai .is fascinating, but
oderb~rgh and Antomoni disappoint

•·!

n Greek mythology terms,
· Eros, the son of Aphrodite
~" · and the equivalent of the
oman Cupid, is the God of
ove. In psychiatric terms, the
ros represents the libido. In
inematic terms, Eros is a .m adeningly uneve~ film without
y clear direction as to where it
ants
to go or what it wants to
~
ay.

Eros is an omnibus film, with
ee short works by Wong Karai, _Stev~:µ Soderbergh and
ichelangelo
Antonioni.
espite having these three
orld cinema greats on the
r: ame bill, Eros lacks the themat,.. c cohesion and geographic or
•" ven temporal linkage of other
. mnibus films like New York
1
tories and Four Rooms. The
acing and tone of the film are
adically disjointed as the sto7. es progress, and aside from a
~ agtre, blanket theme of sexual
~~pulse in the psychiatric vein,
.~~ere is nothing to draw these
.-,\hree stand-alone films together.
~The first entry, Wong's The
' Hand, is Eros' closest semblance
:. ~f a masterpiece. A compan1on
£\ iece of sorts to Wong's greatest
ilm In the Mood for Love, The
¥.qnd is propellt:d by evocative
u.c inematography from Wong
:. regular Christopher Doyle,
j probably the best ~inematogra
. :«Jher in movies today. With
~ _f~yeuristic camera angles and a
'.JFll!ed cofor ·p alette of blacks,

~

blues and burnt siennas, Wong
craft.s the story of a quietly tortured re~ationship between a
prostitute and a tailor. The tailor
makes her clothing. with the
sensuality of a lover, and the
film constantly draws connections between clothing and
eroticism. As the years go by, he
continues to make the sexy
·clothes she wears for her
clients, while his desire for her
remains an unattainable one.
Wong re-enforces the tailor's
longing through his mise-inscene, where the tailor is forced
to become as physically close to
his customer as possible without being able to satisfy his sexual urges. These urges climax
with the tailor desperately penetrating, with his hand, the latest
dress he made for her.
Less successful are the other
two entries. Soderbergh's Equi- ·
librium mixes noirish black-andwhite with a vibrant, blue dream
sequence. Taking place mostly
in a therapist's office, Robert
Downey Jr. recoUn.ts a recurring
dream about a nude woman in a
blue room, while a therapist
(Alan Arkin) pretends to listen
but is really trying to g-et .the
attention of someone across the
street. -Hidden behind his long
therapist's couch, Arkin and his
silent gyrations at the window
are a comedic highpoint, but the
film itself is much ado about
nothing, a dream inside a dream
with a poetic but meaningless
paper-airplane sequence leading nowhere.

_

COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES

Xiao Zhang (Chen Chang} tailors a new dress forprostitute Hua Yibou (Li Gong} in Wong Kar-Wai's masterpiece of sexual repression, The Hand.

Michelangelo
Antonioni thing he wants to say about stag- ly, inferior material on Sodercontinues to pursue a favorite nant relationships during a bergh and Antonioni's parts, but
theme of his in The Dangerous metaphoric dialogue exchange Eros doesn't offer th.at. It's worth
Thread' of Things, the 92-year- in the opening five mJnutes_:· seeing for yet another Wong
old director's 36th picture: joy- the rest of this short is a disgust- Kar-Wai classic, but the rest of
less, banal rich people battle . ing soft-core porn masquerad- the material is slight at best and
·
nature, their lack of communi- ing as art.
worthless at worst. ·
. cation and their sexual desires .
Some form of chemistry
Showing at 9 p.m Saturday .at
The nature photography is stun- between the three dire.c tors Regal Winter Park and Monday
. ning, but Antonioni says every- would comP-ensate for obvious- at 9:30 J!·m· at Enzian.
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COMING TO DVD -

APRIL 12

Catch the true
best actor ·f rom
2004's Oscars
Plus, two doses of
bare-bones Soderbergh
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU .
Staff Writer

Hotel Rwanda

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for April 1-3

All dollar figures in millions
RANK• FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE ·WEEKS IN RELEASE • SCREENS

1.SinCity-$29.1
$29.1 ·One week· 3,230
2.Beauty Sh'op-$12.8
$16.6 ·One week· 2,659
3. Guess Who- $12.7
$41.0 ·Two weeks· 3,147
4. Robots- $9.8
$104.4 • Four weeks • 3,026
5.Miss Congeniarity 2: Armed and Fabulous- $8.1
$31.1 ·Twoweeks·3,233
6. The Pacifier- $5.8
$96.1 ·Five weeks· 2,851
7. The Ring Two- $5.7
$68.0 • Three weeks • 3,179
8. The tips!:!e of Anger- $4.0
$8.6 ·Four weeks· 1,111
9. Hitch - $2.9
$171.3 ·Eight weeks· 1,859
10. Ice Princess- $2.7
$18.8 ·Three weeks· 1,802
SOU~CE:

AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFQRD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

Be Cool (PG-13)

*

9:3012:40a

Beauly Shop (PG-13)
12:001:203:004:107:108:009:5010:4012:30a

Constantine (PG-13)

*

10:30

Fever Pitch (PG-13)
12:201:00 3:204:30 7:10 8:109:5010:4012:30a

*
Hitch (PG-13) * * *
12:30 3:40 6:50 9:40

GuessWho(PG-13)

12:201:00 2:503:50 6:50 7:309:3010:1012:00a

Hostage(R)
1:10 4:307:4010:20

Ice Princes$ (G)
1:004:00 6:40

Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Fabulous
(PG-13)

*****

12:10 2:50 6:409:3012:10a

The Pacifier (PG)
12:30 3:30 7:299:4012:20a
PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i13

COURTESY PARAMOUNT PICTURES

From left: Penelope Cruz, Matthew McConaughey and Steve Zahn are as happy as you'll be when Sahara finally ends.

Vacuous adventure film
Sahara not Worth the hunt
You know it's a bad adaptation if the book author wants to sue

The true best actor of last year (none of
that hammy Jamie Foxx-ness here) was
Don Cheadle in Hotel Rwanda. A film
about sacrificing -yourself for what you
value, Hotel Rwanda is a heartbreaking.
movie in the vein of Schindler's List. It
comes to DVD with A Message for Peace:
the Making ofHotel Rwanda documentary,
a retrospective Return to Rwanda do '
mentary and commentary by director
Terry George and the real-life subject of the
film, Paul Rusesabagina. One of the newer,
hipper things to include now are selectscene commentaries, where one might
speak over only pieces of the film in which
they took part in. This feature is used by
both actor Don Cheadle and musician
Wyclef Jean.

Harvey Birdman,Attorney at law Vol. 1
sounds like it'll float your boat, then Sahara'll
slip down like-a treat, rm sure.
Staff Writer
The hero is Dirk Pitt, and as played by
ahara is a movie so contemptible in its Matthew McConaughey, he faces each prospecsmugly calculated eagerness to please, tive action scene with a wry, cavalier smile that
that one wants to squat over and vandal- promises fun we don't quite get to share. Pitt is
ize it with a pile of hot poo, if such a tlring were an explorer on a mission in Africa when he
possible. It's worth noting that one person this crosses paths with Eva Rojas (Penelope Cruz,
production has not pleased is Clive Cussler, the beautiful here, but wooden and reminiscent of
author on whose book the film is based While · Marlee Matlin in her delivery) of the World
Cussler contemplates legal action (tlie produc- Health Organization. Rojas is investigating a
ers have not honored his rejection of this script,- new plague that's wiping out African villages,
despite reportedly being contractually obligat- but there are folks who, for some reason,
ed to), the film is doubtlessly bound to gross a descend upon an:d ambush her and her crewmates whenever they move onto a new quaran- ·
depressing fortune at the box office.
It's not hard to understand why Hollywood tine site. Pitt, searching for a lost Civil War batwould even bother adapting novels, despite its tleship (seen in the movie's noisy Civil War
inability to get it iight First, a film like Sahara prologue, which, like the painfully long and
enjoys the brand names associated with it$ pedi- showy title sequence, is just filler), is flanked by
gree ('~ Clive Cussler/Dirk Pitt Adventure," Rojas and his pal Al Giardino (a smarmy Steve
announces the opening credits), and second, any Zahn) as they set out to resolve their respective
screenwriter (a team of four, in this case, none of · missions.
The villains are play~d by Lambert Wilson
whom are worth naming) palsied enough to create a script as formulaic as this is surely incapable (whose name and talents both draw Christopher Lambert to mind) and Lennie James, and
of conceiving a remotely original premise.
This is the kind of a moVie in which the hero _while both are really mean, they lack style.
is introduced to us rising heroically from the They're not.memorable villains. Wtlsonhas the
ocean in diving gear and delivering a smashing obligatory scene in which -Rojas catches up
wisecrack while Grand Funk Railroad's ''We're with him and he grandiosely defends his
an American Band" blares from a radio. At var- sch~me while overlooking his empiric solar
, ious points in the film, we will also hear Lynyrd power plant and flaunting his role as an innoSkynyrd's "Sweet Home Alabama" and Step- vator. The screenwriters must have used
penwolf's "Magic Carpet Ride," used to the Ebert's Little Movie Glossary of cliches for
same effect they've been used in
4,399,939,320,209,300 other movies. If this
PLEASE SEE OBVIOUS ON il 3

PAUL HAYNES

S

Volume one of the hit Cartoon Network
Adult SWim show includes episodes "Bannon Custody Battle"; "Very Personal
Injury"; "Shaggy Busted"; "Death by
Chocolate (Unabooboo)"; "Shoyu w; nie"; "The Dabba Don''; "Deadomutt Part
l"; "Deadomutt Part 2"; "X, The Elimator";
"SPF -11:37''; "The Devlin Made Me Do It";
"Trio's Company''; and "High Speed Buggy·
Chase." Special features include commen- ·
tary on five episodes, deleted scenes, Easter eggs and an apparent Harvey Birdnian,
Attorney at Law movie trailer.

Ocean's Twelve and Criminal
A Steven Soderbergh double feature of
sorts: one a directing effort, the other a
writing (under the pseudonym Sam
Lowry) credit, one a blockbuster with stars
seemingly falling out of its pockets and the
other a small indie film whose presence lli
the mainstream media was kept to a minimum. Ocean's Twelve picks up years after
the first one with Danny Ocean and Julia
Roberts (it's Julia Roberts, not Tess Ocean;
watch her performance). Eveiyone loves
their lives until they have to go about stealing things again .-.. then they really love
their lives. Criminal revolves around John
C. Reilly doing criminalistic things. 1bat's
right, both films involve Soderbergh and
both films deal with cpminals and t4ey also
have another thing in common: each
DVD's sole special feature is the theatrical
trailer. Lame.

·~

MOVIES
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Is digital video
overuse a Sin?·
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

T

r

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT

Million dollar baby Damian {Alexander Nathan Etel) watches the bright lig_!1ts go by as he ponders his lucky find in Danny Boyle's sentimental heartwariner Millions.

Millions is saccharin, Boyled-down pap
Here's hoping the next million that falls fl4om the sky funds a better film
BRETT RYAN BONOWla
Staff Writer

T

aking a break from the drugpushing and zombie-infested swamplands of Trainspotting and 28 Days Later,
director Danny Boyle tries his hand at saccharin-filled
schmaltz with his new film Millions. ·Millions centers around
religion and children and the glimpse of hope all can have at
some points in their life, when the impossible seems possible
and when life still feels like it's something that can be won.
'Starting with the intriguing point of the conversion from the
pound to the euro, Millions' plot is taken into action the
moment young Damian finds a satchel of money that has
apparently fallen from the sky. Of course the money that has
fallen is the old pound and not the new Euro, and this sets forth
a ticking clock in the picture that will tick until the end of the
film's running time.
.
Of course, there's the obligatory questiorung of whether
Damian's family should keep the money or whether his brother and him should even tell their father about the money, and
't hese silly devices seem to get in the way of the reality of the
situation. They bungle and jumble this mess of a story by not
being able to take it anywhere new. Added to that, Alexander
Nathan Etel, the young boy who plays Damian, just might be
the most annoying British child in all of cinema. Anytime the
c~ild speaks, a cringe is registered. While Boyle succeeds at

being schmaltzy in this film, he seems to have taken a heroin
cocktail of it, and the zombies have guided him to a dead alley
filled with evil saccharin.
The story takes very few twists and turns and is quite boring, actually. Screenwriter Frank Cottrell Boyce does a fine job
of making many of the characters feel real and whole but fails
miserably to ·make the motivations of Damian ever seem
entirely clear. But perhaps this is not the fault of the screenwriter. Boyle is perhaps the one to blame for the uneven portions of the film. Millions mixes religion with fantasy as Damian's mother has just passed and he tries to speak with her
through saints. These saints come to life in his mind: Damian's
world before the money consists of playing around near the
train tracks and assembling cardboard boxes for amusement.
After the money, his life rerilains pretty much the same except
instead of boxes, now Damien plays with money. Overall the
film is a sweet story, but perhaps a little too sweet; its themes
are clear though its execution is uneven.
But maybe Millions is all just a fever dream by a character
from.another one of Boyle's films. He dreams of a more innocent time when a boy could assemble boxes next to the railroad
tracks and give money away carelessly without worrying about .
himself or his family. Maybe Millions is about the amount of
brain cells you'd have to lose to act like the film's young pro,
tagonist.opens tomorrow at Regal Winter Park.

he long-awaited anticipation to see Sin
City is fmally over, and my high hopes for
the film have been realized: The movie
was great.
And though director Robert Rodriguez has
aiways worked with groundbreaking.technique
(Desperado, From Dusk Till Dawn and even the
Spy Kids series), he is probably.the first filmmaker of his generation to use digital cinema-in
a way that actually pushes storytelling in a forward direction instead of making the story the
slave to the technology, as is the case with the
newest Star Wars films (or Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow, which didn't have the sfory
to support the greenscreen).
But the technology is actually getting to a
point where anyone can.make a movie. People
are becoming prosumers, a word combining
professional and consumer and a word that did
not exist when the first film cameras were
invented. These cameras have made the professional look affordable and movies that should or
should not be made in the first place will now be
produced and unleashed upon the world.
And though some might look at this as an
evolutionary s~ep .in the moviemaking
process, the doors are simply being opened
for aU the rich junkie ex-con pornographers
that are able to scrounge up $5,000 of green
from their daddy, their dealer or their man on
the inside. Filmmaking is simply a word now;
it was once used to describe the act of making
a motion picture on actual film, and now it's a
relative term that simply describes the act, not
the format .
. A disturbing thought is this: Most pornographic and independent films now use the
same equipment to manufacture Their product.
If it's shot digitally, odds are they might have
even bought the camera from the same online
retailer. It's things like this that are leveling the
playing field all arotind. The same cameras used
for Steve Buscemi's latest directing effort, Lonesome Jim, were used on UCP. Film Department
student films.
Bottoin line: With all the new technology
arriving each and every week, more and more
movies will be created And with that, more and
-more critics will have to review more and more
movies ... and most of them will be. crap.
But if everyone in the world one day had a
chance to make a movie, it does open the opportunity for the poor little kid from Commack, N.
Y., to be able to pursue his dream for a little
while longer.
And while the act of giving that dream a
longer light to burn, the doors are sealed open
for both the next Stanley Kubricks and Edward
D. Wood Jrs. to rear their heads, cock smiles and
unfurl their next opuses as some schlub in a
recliner decides if he ·has what it takes to push,
move,.ignite and entertain ,the masses.
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LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX

FROM i11

The Ring Two (PG-13)

*

6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-5998

Be Cool (PG-13)

12:40 3:50 7:009:5012~40a

***
Sahara (PG-13) *
Robots (PG)

12:00 1:30 2:40 4:00 6:50 8:00 10:20

~
12:401:103:40 4:20 7:007:3010:0010:30
12:50a

Sin City(R)
12:1012:501:30 3:10 4:10 4:40 7:10 7:40 8:20
10:0010:3012:50a

The Upside of Anger (R)
1:204:107:2010:10

*** *

510 N. ORLANDO AVE., 407-628-0163

*

Fever Pitch (PG-13)
12:351:35 ~:00 4:00 5:25 6:25 7:509:0010:15
11:3012:40a

Guess Who (PG-13)

*

12:401:20 3:05 3:40 5:30 6:15 7:55 8:4510:30
11:10

***

12:50 3:35 6:20 9:20

. Hostage (R)
Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and
Fabulous (PG-13)

* ** *

Beauty Sllop (PG-13)
12:05 2:50 5:258:0010:35

12:15 2:40 5:057:4010:1012:35a ·

Fever Pitch (PG-13)
12:25 1:303:00 4:20 5:30 7:10 8:109:5010:45
12:30

*

***

12:20 2:25 4:50 7:109:4012:05a

*

2:00 4:25 6:559:3012:15a

***
Sahara (PG-13) * *
Robots (PG)

12:15 2:35 4:406:509:1011:15

1:05 3:50 6:40 9:2512:15a

Ice Princess (G)

12:451:45 3:45 4:30 6:30 7:159:1510:0012:00a
12:45a

12:30 2:55 5:15 7:40

In My Country (R)
11:50a 2:154:50 7:25 9:5512:25a

Melinda & Melinda (PG-13)

*** *

12:15 2:40 5:057:4510:1012:40a

**
Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and
Fabulous (PG-13} * * * *
Millions (PG)

12:00 2:25 5:00 7:3510:20 -

11:5oa2:30 5:2o 8:05 10:40

The Pacifier (PG)
11:55a2:20 4:40 7:05 9:35 12:00a

The Ring Two (PG-13)

The Pacifier (PG) ,
The Ring Two (PG-13)

12:101:102:45 4:25 5:25 6:55 7:559:3010:25
12:10a

Hitch (PG-13)

12:301:001:302:55 3:25 3:55 5:35 6:05 6:35
8:008:309:0510:2511:0011:35.

2:507:45

10:05

Guess Who (PG-13)

Beauty Shop (PG-13)

Hitch(PG-13)

REGAL WINTER PARK
Be Cool(PG-13)

*

,12:205:1010:20

*

1:00 3:55 6:409:1511:55

***
Sahara (PG.13) * *
SinCity(R) *****

*****

12:251:101:55 2:40 3:10 3:504:35 5:15 5:50
6:40 7:20 8:05 8:359-.2510:0510:5011:20
12:10a 12:45a

The upside ofAnger (R)
12:15 2:45 5:20 8:10 10:45

****

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AVE., 407-629-1088

Florida Film Festival
_ Visit www.floridafilmfestival.com for details.

D.MAC
39 S. MAGNOUA AVE., 407-992-1200

Robots (PG}

11 :50a 2:10 4:30 6:50 9:20 11 :45
12:451:153:m:151:001:3010:0010:30
12:2012:501:20 3:40 4:10 4:45 6:45 7:20 7:50
9:4510:1510:4512:40a

The Upside of Anger (R)

SinC"lty(R}

* * **

12:30 3:30 6:409:4012:35a

The Letter (NR)

*** *

Friday: 3:30 7:30
Saturday: 3:30 9:30
Sunday:3:00

About Baghdad (NR)
Friday: 5:30 9:30
Satuiday: 5:30 7:30
Sunday: 9:00

***

All listed times are for the weekend and subject to change.

Obvious Sahara fulfills
every action movie cliche
FROM i11

inspiration
The movie is directed with
serviceable anonymity by Breck
Eisner, son of Michael (ah, that
provides clarification!), and
there's lots of .kinetic cutting and
sound effects of bullets ricocheting off metal and going ker-ching.
The score provides cues that
sho~d be wearily familiar to any-

one who's seen more than five
action films, and there are mildly
offensive world music interludes
laid over panoramic vista shots
and shots of African children running happily in slow motion
Sahara is being marketed like
it's the new Indiana ]ones adventurer, but it lacks that series' wit
and class. It entertains you in the
way reading a magazine in a doctor's waiting room ente~ you.

LIFE

I'm Nick,
and this is
.my heart

Get real,
game ·
ratings

Get back into the dating
pool and start swimming .
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

Games shouldn't be
rated on boobs, blood

Staff Writer

F

1

mously from all the major gaming publica- about much more slowly in video games
tions. And apparently the sex and gore are - breastS and dirty jokes usually serving
there to reinforce the extreme nature of · as the furthest extreme for such content.
God of War attempts a sex mini-game in
Kratos' murderous, ravenous desires.
But why are the cravings of this person- which Kratos hops into a bed with two
ifi.cation of id viewed as mature? Violence ladies (sans tops of course), but as Gamein video games is old hat - ·gai:u.ers have FAQ;.com member caesarbites says, the
been publicly chastised for ripping out tepid presentation makes it little more than
spines and popping off heads for over a a ''make the jar bounce off the table minidecade now. Depicting "realistic" violence "game:'
on even vaguely humanoid characters has
Despite God of War's disdain for modalways been a quick ticket to earning a estly dressed women and unbroken vases,
game an adult rating.
Nudity and sexual content has come
PLEASE SEE WHEN ON i15

<ft-

MANNO A MARKO
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Don't be afraid to read about fear
Reducing your many
relationship neilroses,
one fear at a time
MARILYN MANNO
S~,Writer

S

o I think I've finally figured it out.
I know exactly what dating is all
about, and after this column is
printed, no·others need follow.
Dating, in its crude form, is nothing
more than a collection of condensed
particles of fear.
If dating was a boat, fear would be the
planks of wood that hold it together.
If dating were a protein, fear would
be its amino acids.
. If dating were a frat boy, fear would
be steroids (haha, just kidding, but you
get what I'm saying).
-...:

'd like to start with a little b~t of anatomy. The human heart is a hollow
organ; muscular in nature. It sits
behind the sternum and adjoins itself to
the rib 'c artilage. The heart measures
. about 12 inches in length, six inches in
depth, and weighs about 280 grams. The
heart serves a pretty important purpose
- its pumping provides the force to circulate blood to all of the vital organs of
your body.
Great organ, right? Not when you
break up with someone. 280 grams begins
to feel like 280 pounds. That strong, vigorous, hard-working American i...-ri yonr
upper chest becomes a limp-wristed
Frenchman.
·
''Damn you,-heart! Why are you doing
this to me? I wish you were stronger ...
NO! I wish you stopped beating all together. Where is my Cure CD? I wonder what
she's doing. I ~onder if she's thinking
about me. Where is that Cure CD? Oh
look <snifile> - there's the picture of us at
the football game. She told me that we'd be
together forever. I guess that 'forever'
means 'until my ex-boyfriend calls.'
WHERE IS THAT F***ING CD?! AHH-

I

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

lipping through channels the other
night, I stumbled acro~.s a making-of
special on a new game called God of.
Wai:. Mythological beasts exploded into
slfOwers of blood as the protagonist,
Kratos, eviscerated them. Obnoxious
mosaics quickly flagged the chests of all
female characters, whether objects of
desire or grotesque beasts sporting a rack
Talking heads described the game as sexy
and brut;tl - a truly "mature" game.
God of War had been ~orp.ewhat under
~.le radar until the last month or so before
its-release. With no real name recognition
behind it, the game could easily be dis, missed as a dime-a-dozen action/platformer set in Greek mythology - with
gore and breasts as its gimmick Apparently game critics have deemed it otherwise,
with glowing reviews chiming in tinani-

1

. IYl!'RKO A MAN~.~

Don't know what I'm talking about? chance.
Ok, well how bout ...
Fear of your inadequacy,
Fear of intimacy? Not scared of that?
, Fear of their inadequacy.
If you're not than ·you probably have a Fear of farting,
fear of being too closed-off.
·
Fear of never being able to fart in
I think we're all familiar with the fear
front of them.
of calling, but what about not calling?
Fear of being used,
What's worse? Fear of the ball and
Fear of using someone.
chain or the fear of being al9ne?
. Fear of dumping someone,
Fear of honesty. What about fear of
Fear ·o f getting dumped.
being honest with yourself?
Fear of letting someone down,
Fear of his friends or her friends.
Fear of letting yourself down.
Fear of your friends.
Fear of being bad in bed~
Fear of losing the friendship,
Fear that afterwards they'll never ·
· Fear of being caught in the friendship
leave your bed.
zone.
Fear of being too fat, short, tall, skinny,
Fear of being a slut,
dumb, smart, funny, boring, happy or
Fear of being a prude.
sad.
Fear of rushing,
Fear of feeling.
Fear of going·too slow
Fear of feeling fear.
Fear of saying what you feel,
My advice? . I dunno, maybe a lil
Fear that you might never get the Prozac in the water supply??

There is no way to avoid~- I take that
back ... don't want to get your heart broken? Don't date anyone. Not an appealing
futur~ so get used to the idea that you will
be dumped You will be dumped, and you.
will date again. And then you'll' be
dumped And you'll c4te. And then you'll
be dumped Cycle repeats.
The best advice that I can gaive you is
to start dating again as soon as possible. I
can't stress this enough. Go on a date. Ask
someone out. This is the absolute best
remedy for heartache. Take your mind off
of things. Do not sit around the house and
replay the Greatest Hits of your relationship. Move on
Time heals all wounds. It's true.
"Time" may end up being months ... or
even years. Stick it out. Keep in mind that,
despite your feelings of isolation and loneliness, you are not the only person to have
'gone through this. Your next great relationship may be sitting across from you in
the Student Union Give it a shot.
What's the worst thing that could happen? Pride and happiness are overrated
anyway.-

.,

•

•
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Manes. Orlando's main man for mayorr
Eccentric Orlando Weekly columnist is
running for mayor - and it's no joke
It's the legitimacy of Manes'
campaign that he realizes might
come as a shock to people. His
Last week, above Billy Manes' column, which has a humorous
column in the Orlando Weekly, and sarcastic tone, is far more colwas a note from the editor:
orful than anything any of the
'~ Billy Manes is a candidate
other candidates are a part of. And
for the mayor of Orlando, he has he is aware that he stands out
been instructed not to use his col- amongst the rest of the candiumn as a_campaign podium. In dates, who include former mayor
fact, he's been told not to mention of Orlando Bill /Frederick, retired
the election much, if at all How- Orlando police Capt. Sam Ings,
ever, he disregarded the stem businessman Edward Lopes,
warnings and did it anyway. Just downtown businessman Ken
this once, we promise."
·Mulvaney and Outdoors writer
"'Fag on the ballot!' booms a Tom Levine, who is running as a
shirtless bartender named Dono- write-in candidate. Still, he made
van, over the heads and into the
sure to stress that he isn't doing
drinks of his Sunday evening Par- this simply to come up with mateliament -House liquor-fueled rial.
flock," wrote Manes on the first
''We're legitimately on the balline of his weekly editorial, Blister, lot, and I legitimately care," hewhich is featured in the Orlando said ''I think that's the best stateWeekly. '~d so my auspicious . ment I can make about it, is that
foray into the political arena - a · rm actually dqing it," he said
He stops for a moment to light
peculiar plane of polemics populated by people less prone to allit- a cigarette, creating a picture
eration - begins."
much like the one that is set above
Having become infamous for his column.
"That joke has (!!ready been
being the holder of a mischievous
pen, Manes, 3.2, had recently played by Pat Green in the last
mayor's election," he said of the
~ounced his plans to nui for
interim mayor of Orlando, and last candidate who hadn't taken his
Monday he sat outside the doors campaign seriously. "I wasn't
of Will's Pub with his friend and going to do that, because it's
now campaign manager, Dave already been done, and who wants
Plotkin. They were throwing a to tell a joke twice."
But just because Manes isn't
fundraiser there for his .campaign.
The mayor's seat owes its tem- telling that joke doesn't mean he
porary vacancy due to the recent plans to stop · telling them all
suspension of Mayor Buddy Dyer together. His recent emergence in
by Gov. Jeb Bush. The suspension Orlando politics hasn't changed
came as a reaction to Dyer's his lighthearted persona, as eviMarch 10 indictment for alleged denced by the last columri.
"Names like Buddy and Ezzie
voter fraud, and after the city
council meeting last Friday it was are kind of fun to think about too,
decided that a special election although not as fun as it must be
would be held on May 3. If Dyer is up in the Sanford mayoral race,
acquitted, Q.owever, he will return where 'Whitey' Eckstein is runto office. If he is convicted or ning against a woman named
resigns, the interim mayor must Kuhn. (See, there's no reason why
give up his seat and the city will local politics can't be funny. Hilarhold a second special election to ious, even,)" he wrote.
All jokes aside, Manes admits
fill it permanently.
"I'm only spending as much to being truly passionate about the
money as I think I~ make back election and having strong convicon this," said Manes as he paused tions about a need for more peofor a moment to greet some ofJ:he ple like himself being involved in
people that were walking into 19cal government. "I'm not necessarily_a politiWill's. "We'r..e having these
fundraisers throughout the month cian, but I don't think that anyto actually get out and talk to peo- body necessarily should be a
ple; to actually communicate to politiciap.. I think that you should
people that we're legitimately be a steward for the people's
needs, and I think I can do that," he
doing this."

MARILYN MANNO

Staff Writer

-

MARILYN MANNO /THE INDIE

Billy Manes, right,-rocks, or does something approximating rocking, with Doris Delay at Will's Pub.

said. "I think more creative,
young, excitable people should be
involved in this process. Because
they're closing off from us, and
we're taking it like it's milk."
The idea for Manes to run
came about around the tables of
- the Weekly, and he says that he
was certainly reluctant at first. "rll
admit it started out as a joke," he
said
But after witnessing the tension of the city council, meeting
about the special elections, he felt
he had to do it.
"It was _a big- step -for me
because I'm usua]J.y behind ·the
typewriter or behind- the tape
recorder," he said, pointing to the
recorder sitting on the table in
front of him. ''I just decided that I
can actually make a differen~e or ·
at least try to:'
So he and his best friend Dave
Plotkin rounded up 30 volunteers
to get the 842 voter signatures
necessary that would hopefully
take the place of the $4,330 filing
fee. After six days they had managed to get 700, and while they
were impressed with their accomplishment they decided to pay the ·
money.
"That's what government to
me is, talking to people,'' he said of
the six-day journey that had him
knocking on hundreds of doors all
~ound Orlando. "Just shaking
hands with people and finding out
what they want, and some people
are crazy. You run into them and
they're just crazy and they ask you
to legalize crack," he .said with a

laugh. '~d you say 'uhh, ok' and
you move on."
This is something Manes feels
Buddy Dyer did not do, and he
admits that the younger vote Dyer
appealed to during his campaign
felt ''burned" by empty p:r;-omises ·
like the one where he said he
would extend the drinking hours.
"rm not a fan of Dyer," he said
"The democratic·party is clinglllg
on to him as some sort of sacred
ghost that is goffig to come back
and rise and save everything..He's
a career politician, and that is not
good for the people."
The personal agenda of a businessman is what Manes feels com-

promises the minds of every poll
cian, and he thinks that Orlan
should be represented by one
the people that actually walk ii
streets, as opposed to people ·
Dyer, ·who are more conceme
with condos than with cm
stituents.
"It's a business minded
(
tion, and I feel like I'm the onl
non-business force involved," h
said ''I don't think I have any ope:
ations in motion that could t~
away from my level-headedness.'
Ifhe does win, Manes feels tru
"fences need to be mended," an
promises need to be kept.
''The first thing rd do is spe
with the chief of police [and] tli
fire chief - the people who ru
the agencies that are beneath th
mayor's power, and see what the
think is not being lived up to/' b
said "I know that the police er
looking for a raise, and they didn
get the raise that they wanted"
_Ifhe doesn't win, he hopes~
if nothing else, his campaign ·
get more people involved in
governmental process again, an
he hopes to dispel the notion ~
-only politicians can run for mayo
"It's a unique situation, it's
unique election, I'm living
unique candidacy and it's a mriq
moment in time, and rm enjo ·
every second of it. Orlando is a ci
that's growing so fast, and I . ·
some perspective has to be kept o
· exactly what it:s growing into,
said as a friend came and pinned
campaignbuttononhisshirt.
"He is a pin," said Plotkin with
laugh.

When will 'mature' content
push past iinpulsive desires.
FROM

i14

it still pales in comparison to the
sexual indulgence of a film like
American Pie or the sexuallycbarged drama of Boys Don't Cry.
Would a heavier focus on sex work
for God of War? Probably not, but
that doesn't mean games should
continue to limit themselves to
flashes of nudity and teases at sex.
The original Leisure Suii: Larry
was one of the few games that
forced sexuality into the world of
gaming. Although based on an
older text ~e called Soft Porn,

Larry used graphics to create th

virtual world of a middle-age
barfly. That game tackled filirtin
dating, sex and sexUally transmi
ted disea5es. It came out in 198
Most modem games containin
sexual content are lucky if the
include much more than nudity.
It's time to stop gauging ma
ty by the standards of a 13-year-ol
boy. Blood and boobies aren't th
end all, be all When is "mature
content going to push past simpl
impulsive desires and focus o
complex personal relationships
Where's my Dawson~ Creek vid
game?
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